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INTRODUCTION
 
The research which has been conducted during the past year under
 
NASA Contract NAS8-30507 has consisted of two separate investigations.
 
which, while related, are relatively independent of one another. The
 
first of these consisted of a theoretical study of the tracking errors
 
induced in an optical radar by atmospheric turbulence. Expressions for
 
the magnitude of atmospherically induced angle of arrival fluctuations
 
have been derived from Tatarski's theory of the propagation of light
 
through randomly inhomogeneous media. These expressions have been com­
pared with the available experimental data and found to agree within
 
the experimental accuracy. We have also proposed a tracking system
 
using multiple receivers which would reduce the apparent angle of
 
arrival fluctuations without requiring large receiving apertures. The
 
performance of such a receiver has been investigated theoretically
 
and predictions of the EMS angular errors due to the earth's atmosphere
 
have been made.
 
The second investigation consists of the reduction and analysis
 
of certain government-supplied data. This data concerns the scintilla­
tion of a 10.6 micron laser beam and the signal-to-noise ratio in a
 
frequency modulated CO2 laser communications system. Techniques for
 
reducing the subject data have been developed and software generated
 
to implement the analysis on the IBM system 360-50 computer. The re­
sults of the analysis are not complete at this time, however. Pre­
liminary results will be presented.
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ATMOSPHERICALLY INDUCED ERRORS IN AN OPTICAL TRACKING SYSTEM
 
Introduction
 
We have investigated the errors introduced into a laser tracking
 
system by atmospheric turbulence. The system being investigated is
 
identical to those being used by Marshall Space Flight Center personnel
 
to investigate atmospheric turbulence and is similar to systems which
 
are proposed for early launch tracking of the Saturn V vehicle and for
 
pointing deep-space optical communication systems. Theoretical ex­
pressions for the magnitude of the root mean square tracking errors
 
(angle of arrival fluctuation) as a function of the aperture of the
 
receiving optics have been derived. Two assumptions have been made
 
in deriving these expressions viz; (1) that the tracking system effec­
tively measures the centroid of illuminance in the focal plane of a
 
well-corrected lens, and (2) that the fluctuations in the amplitude of
 
the incoming wave may be neglected compared to fluctuations in its
 
phase.
 
An optical tracking system which was developed for Marshall Space
 
Flight Center by Sylvania Electronics Corporation under Contract
 
NAS8-20841 is currently being used by Marshall Space Flight Center
 
personnel to investigate the effects of atmospheric turbulence. This
 
system has been fully described in the literature [1]. Without be­
coming involved in the details of the operation of this tracker we may
 
state that systems consist of receiving optics which focus an incoming
 
laser beam onto the face of an image dissector tube. The image dissector
 
measures the position of the focused spot as it moves across the face
 
of the tube due to atmospheric turbulence. The output signal from the
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system is proportional to the x and y coordinates of this spot. This
 
data is then analyzed to yield, among other things, the root mean square
 
deviation of the apparent angle of arrival of the laser beam in terms
 
of the azimuth and elevation angles. We shall derive a theoretical
 
expression for the RMS deviation in the azimuthal angle. A similar
 
analysis holds for the elevation.
 
The problem of defining the angle of arrival of distorted elec­
tromagnetic waves is discussed by Beckman [2]. Several authors have
 
investigated the angle of arrival fluctuations of a laser beam propagated
 
through the atmosphere using different definitions of the angle of
 
arrival. Fried [3] has defined it as the angle of inclination of the
 
plane which best fits the incoming wave front in a least mean square
 
sense, while Heidbreder [4,5] has considered the problem in terms of
 
the direction of maximum power radiation from a circular aperture
 
antenna in a turbulent medium. Clearly for practical purposes one must
 
take as the definition of the angle of arrival the quantity which is
 
actually measured by the receiving system. In order to determine this
 
quantity a careful analysis of the operation of the tracking system is
 
required. If, for example, the system in question employs a quadrant
 
detector with the output taken as the difference in signal from
 
opposite quadrants then the apparent angle of arrival of the incoming
 
beam as measured by the tracker will be proporational to the difference
 
in illuminance on the two quadrants of the detector. For the case of
 
a tracking system using an image dissector tube the situation is
 
somewhat more complicated since the output will depend to a large ex­
tent on how the signal is processed. We will assume that the tracker
 
measures the instantaneous position of the centroid of illuminance in
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the plane of the detector. While this assumption has not been fully
 
verified by a detailed analysis of the particular tracking system in
 
question it is felt that it should be sufficiently accurate for our
 
purposes.
 
Centroid of Illuminance
 
Let x and y be Cartesian coordinates in the plane of the detector,
 
x being taken in the horizontal direction and y vertically. With the
 
assumptions discussed above the instantaneous azimuthal tracking error
 
may clearly be expressed in terms of the moments of the intensity dis­
tribution on the face of the image di'ssector tube by x(t) = x/f where
 
x is the x-coordinate of the centroid of the illuminance I(x,y) and f
 
is the focal length of the system.
 
6x(t) = I ffxl(xy)dydx 
x ffI(x,y) dydx (1)
 
We have assumed that in the absence of atmospheric disturbance
 
the centroid of illumination is at the origin. The limits of integra­
tion will be assumed to be over the entire plane unless otherwise
 
stated. I(x,y) may be expressed as the absolute square of the complex
 
electric field quantity u(x,y).
 
I(x,y) = u(x,y)u*(x,y) (2)
 
For a well corrected optical system u(x,y) is given in terms of the
 
electric field in the entrance pupil U(c,n) by the well known relation
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u(x,y) = AJJ U( ,n)exp {- (x +yn)} dcdn (3) 
A quadratic phase factor has been suppressed in equation (3) as it will
 
not effect the illuminance. The integration extends over the aperture
 
of the system. We may define U(c,n) to be zero everywhere except in
 
the aperture and extend the limits of integration over the entire c-n
 
plane.
 
We now let V = x/Af and W y/Xf and combine equations (1) and (2).
 
0 (t) = f!fvlu(vw)I 2dvdw (4)
x fflu(v,w)12 dvdw 
From equation (3) we have
 
JJIu(v,w)1Idvdw = fJ[AJJU(c,n)e-2±(v If) dCdn 
x A* 4,n t)+ 71t1(vC -wT )d 'dnu] dvdw (5)(fl) 2
 
which may be rewritten
 
JJlu(v,w)I2dvdw = IAI1,2ff{JJfU(,n)U*(',h) 
x exp {-2ni[v(4-c') + w(n-n')]}dvdwdndcdrj'd' (6) 
Performing the integration on v and w we obtain
 
(A-n2)fdJfU(dn)U*Cn()
Jfl-(vw)l2dvdw = 
x 6(c-C&)6(n-nj')dcdjdct dn' (7) 
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so that the integration on C' and n' become trivial
 
ffJu(v,w),2dvdw = IA12Jffu( ,n)U*(c',n')dcdn (8) 
Likewise the other integral in equation (3) is
 
ffvl~v~),2vdw= IAIj2JJJJTJU(c,nI)1*( ,,) 
x v exp{-27ri[v( -C') + w(ri-n')] dvdwd~dnd'dn' (9) 
On interchanging the order of integration this becomes
 
Jfvlu(v,w)I 2dvdw = iAIj2JfU(,n)U*W,nt) 
x [fexp{-21iw(n-n')Tdw1 [fexp{-2%iv(;-C')}vdv]dcdc'dndn' (10) 
The integration on w leads to a delta function in the usual way. To
 
perform the integration on v we note that
 
= f ')Vdv_2i( (11)
 
Differentiating with respect to we have
 
2 ') v d v  
( - = 2ri fe- iv( ­2') (12)
 
or
 
e-2iv(C-')vdv = i (S-6') (13)
f 27T(a3C 
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Making use of this result, equation (10) becomes
 
Jvv,w)I2dvdw =- - 2IIJJU~n~(~l 
X 6(n-n') Tdnad~dC' (14) 
The integration of n is easily performed and the integration on C may
 
be carried out by parts.
 
vlu(v,w)I2dvdw = 2 AI2 U(,n)*('n) 
dn (15) 
We take
 
u = U(c') dv = ( d
 
du = - v = 6(c-') (16) 
then
 
T &(C-c')dC 
"1 
UCn =U(c,rO T(f) (17) 
=(U(),ri
u2 au(C',') (18)
 
here 2 and 1 are the values of E at the edge of the aperture. In
 
general for any aperture other than a rectangular one 1 and C2 will be
 
functions of n. Substituting equation (18) into equation (15) we have
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fJvI u (vw) 12 dvdw = 	 2 JU*(c' U')
 
27T f U*(c ' n')
fv 
U(c2,')5(c 2-c') - U( l,n')M(c1 -c') act d dn' (19). 
hence
 
J vw)I i 	 12 _ iU(l,n)12
2dvd 212 

f*c'T ) Pu(C,n) dc dn 	 (20)
 
The factor 1/2 in each of the first two terms arises from the fact that
 
U(4,n) is discontinuous at C and C2 since it has been defined to be
 
zero for all c and q outside the aperture. Since integrals of the form
 
ff(x)6(x)dx are properly defined only if f(x) is continuous at the
 
point where the argument of the delta function vanishes we must exercise
 
care in evaluating the integrals. First we perform a transformation of
 
coordinates by letting c=C- 1so that the argument of the delta function
 
is zero at the origin. The limits of integration then extend from
 
zero to infinity. We may now define U(-c) = U(r) rather than zero.
 
This does not effect the value of the integral since U(-) is outside
 
the range of integration. This integral may then be written as one-half
 
the integral from minus infinity to plus infinity since the integrand
 
is symmetrical. Hence the origin of the factor of one-half.
 
Now we write U as lUle' so that the last term in equation (20
 
becomes
 
J e Jul e+i4 dc 	 (21)-e
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which may be integrated by parts to yield
 
ifJIU( ,n)j 2 1 d +-LIU (,) I2 - I'J(,,i')12 (22) 
Substituting into (20) we have
 
A2 
 ddn
vw)12dvdw = .JU(n)12  (23) 
so that equation (4) becomes
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e(t) = 2IU(,)I 
x 2nr ff[U,)IU(Cn)I 2 C -(24)2 ddrdq 
Equation (24) is a quite general expression for the instantaneous
 
tracking error. By squaring and taking an ensemble average over all
 
physical realizations of the incoming wave one would obtain the RMS
 
angular fluctuation of 6 . Unfortunately, the resulting expressions
 
cannot be readily evaluated in terms of the statistical functions which
 
are normally used to describe the fluctuations of the atmosphere. In
 
one important case, viz, if the amplitude fluctuation can be neglected
 
in comparison to variations in the phase, then equation (24) may be
 
evaluated. We shall first turn our attention to this case and later
 
discuss methods of evaluating equation (24) when this approximation is
 
not valid.
 
The Ray Optics Approximation
 
Let us assume that the random fluctuations in the amplitude of the
 
field may be neglected in comparison to the fluctuation in the phase.
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This is essentially the ray optics approximation. The validity of this
 
approximatioh has been widely discussed in the literature [6-8]. With
 
this approximation IU(Cn) 12 is a constant and may be taken outside of
 
the integral sign in equation (24). We then have
 
ff d~dn
 
e(t) (25)
 
x 2u ff d~d(
 
where the integration extends over the aperture of the system. The in­
tegral in the denominator is just the area of the aperture, hence
 
I(I ± ± d~dn (26)8x(t) = (A27) 
0 (t) = T (l~ n - 0( 2 ]dn (27) 
E44%2 4442,n)]dx 27rA n)
"2
 
where i' 2' nl and 12 are the appropriate limits of integration. We
 
shall consider three cases: (a) a narrow slit of length a; (b) a
 
rectangular aperture of length a and width b; and (c) a circular
 
aperture of diameter D.
 
(a) Narrow slit aperture: For this case equation (27) reduces
 
to
 
28)
0 x (t) = 2 ai() - ((-
Squaring e and taking the ensemble average we obtain
X 
2<0 A 1@ 4)(a)]2 (29) 
We recognize the quantity on the right as the phase structure function;
 
hence the root mean square tracking error is
 
0RMS = (a (30) 
Following Tatarski [9] we take D (a) for a plane wave as
 
5/3

D (r) = 688 1 -- (31)rO
 
for values of r much larger than the inner scale of turbulence £0 
Then 
= 2 1T
RMS S6.88 r 0-5/6 a-1/6 (32) 
For a<<Z , D is proportional to r2 [10]. Clearly 6RMS must be in­
dependent of the length for very short slits. From Tatarski's
 
equation 7.101 we have after some manipulation
 
D 4 -1/3 r -5/3 a2 (33)
 
Which yields a value
 
0RMS = 326Xr0-5/6 t -1/6 (34)
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From equation (32) we find the value of (a) which will give this limit 
to be 5.2k0 . Hence we may write (32) and (34) as
 
e = .429Ar -5/6 a-1/6 a > 5Y (35a)
rms 0 0
 
0 = .326Xr0m-5/6 Y0-1/6 a < 5Z0 (35b)
 
(b) A rectangular aperture: Now consider a rectangular aperture
 
of length a and height b. If we take the origin of our coordinate
 
system at the geometrical center of the aperture, then Cl = 2
 
1 1 1C2 = '2 n1 a and n -. Equation (27) then becomes2 ad 2 = -2a
 
ex(t) 2irab W[ ln) - W(C2 ,n)Idn (36) 
Squaring 0S and writing the square of the integral as a double integral 
over n and n' we obtain 
x 21 [( 1 In) - (C2 n)] In"1 nl 
- (C2,n')]dndn' (37) 
or
 
x = ab i [P(,n)( ) + (2') ( 2'n') 
1 n (38) 
-@(l~ni( ,n) - P(C2 ,n)4(;l,n')]dndnt 
13
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We now take the ensemble average of 62 in equation (38). Inter­
changing the linear operations of averaging and integration we note
 
that the resulting quantities in the right hand side of equation (38)
 
are of the form as phase covariance functions.
 
C I -(r2) = O(rl)(r (39)
 
The phase covariance C does not properly exist for nonstationary
 
systems. We will introduce it, however, for mathematical convenience
 
in manipulation without regard to the convergence of the integrals which
 
are implied. C will later be replaced by the structure function D
 
which is properly defined. The use of the covariance notation lends
 
mathematical simplicity and leads to results equivalent to those which
 
can be derived by manipulating equation (38) into the form of structure
 
functions. Thus our procedure is justified even though it may lack
 
certain mathematical rigor. Making use of the fact that 4 is a
 
homogeneous and isotropic random variable, equation (38) can be written
 
as
 
[abJ 2S> " J -n') 
I1 ' I1(40) 
' 
- 2C 2 +(-Tn')2)]dndn 
By the well known relation between the covariance and structure func­
tion, i.e.,
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2C D - Di~r) (41) 
equation (40) may be put in the form

Xt'r2-- --­
2
 
- ,abe f2> c1 2 + ( n )
-nl1tI 
- Dt (n-n') dndn' (42) 
+ (n-n') 2 )5/62E-2 

S 22ab 2 
5f26.88r o 
n If 
- In-n' 513]dndn' (43) 
We first remove the absolute value signs from equation (43). The 
integrand in the first term is everywhere positive so that it does not 
present a problem. In the second term we may make a change of 
variables by letting x = n+a/2 and y = n'+a/2. Noting that qI = a/2 
and n2 = -a/2, the second integral becomes 
ja jaix-yi5/3 dydx (44) 
0 0
 
Since the integrand is symmetrical about the line x = y and is positive
 
for all x > y, we may write it in the following form which may be
 
directly integrated.
 
2 fa J (x-y)5/3dydx =-- a 11/3 (45) 
0 0
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The first term in equation (43) may be evaluated by expanding the
 
integrand in a Taylor's series and integrating term by term. Noting
 
that i =2-
b, we have
 
a/2
 
b5 /3
2 [(l- 2 5/6ddn'nd= J (l+( J-z 5/66 n 
-a/2 
+a/2 
t 2 

b/3 r [+5 nT, 	 ' +T 5.7(n-n' 6 
-a/2
 
5.7.13 	-nt 8+ dndn' (46) 
644! b " 
From equations (44), (46) and (43), we obtain
 
2 b 2 [ -29 all/3 + a2b5/3 2 )2 a­6.882> 

C 2n+2
 
nl 6nnl(2n+l)(2n+2)5 	 (47) 
Where C = 1; 7; 7 x 13; 7 x 13 x 19; 7 x 13 x 19 x 25; etc. for n 
n = 1, 2, 3, .... Equation (47) is valid for a less than b since for
 
a greater than b the expansion in equation (46) does not converge. Now
 
if we consider a rectangular aperture of length b in the direction
 
along which the component of the tracking error is being measured and
 
width a perpendicular to this direction, we define a shape parameter a
 
for the aperture as the ratio of a to b. Clearly a must lie between
 
zero and one for the series expansion to converge. Writing equation
 
(47) in terms of a and taking the square root we obtain for B
rms
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r 6.88 -5/6b-1/6 1 9 U5/3
 
erms = 2 T - 44
 
1/2
C 2n 

+ 10 (-)n nn(48)

1 6 n(2n+l)(2n+2)j
 
We see that for a rectangular aperture the RMS tracking error varies
 
with the b dimension (i.e., the direction along which the component of
 
angle is measured) like the reciprocal one-sixth power. The dependence
 
on the other dimension is very slight since the term in braces varies
 
from unity for a equal to zero (a narrow slit) to 0.96405 for a equal
 
to one (a square aperture). Clearly equation (48) agrees with our pre­
vious results for the case of a narrow slit.
 
We have evaluated the numerical coefficient in equation (48) for
 
several intermediate values of the shape parameter. These results are
 
given in Figure 1.
 
(c) Circular Aperture: For a circular aperture of radius R,
 
equation (38) becomes
 
I R2
2 

e = (-) ) J 
- (l) +
 
-R
 
- C-2 ,nM)(Icn')]dndn (49) 
Where A = rR2 is the area of the aperture and 
2 21/2S(R2_n2)/2 

1/2 1/2 
= (R2 -n' 2 ) /= (R2 -j, 2 ) (50) 
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Coefficient 
1.00 
.99 
.98 
.97 
.96 
0 .1 
Figure 1. 
.2 .3 .4 .5 .6 .7 .8 .9 1.0 
Numerical coefficient of equation (48) for a square aperture 
versus the shape parameter a = a/b. 
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We now take the ensemble average of equation (49), making use of
 
equations (31), (39), (41) and (50), and the homogeneity and isotropy
 
of the structure function. We introduce new variables x = R and
 
n 
y = R 'and obtain, after considerable manipulation 
=[_ x__ _ _fr2 +1K >=2T2) r 5/ 3 
o -i -1
 
_xu~ 47713+ _Y]2] 5/6J dxdy (51) 
The root mean square tracking error is easily obtained by taking the
 
square root of equation (51). Introducing D = 2R, the aperture diameter,
 
and simplifying somewhat, we obtain:
 
'68 27/12 1/2
= 5 8 2 1 D-I/6(J- -J+) (52)
rms ro5/6 2w 
­
where 
±+ +1+1 15/6J±= 2 ) (l-y 2 ) dydx (53) 
-1 -1 
is a numerical coefficient which exactly corresponds to the shape co­
efficient which was introduced for the square aperture. The integrals
 
of equation (53) were programmed for the IBM 360 computer. Using a
 
200 point Simpson's rule integration this yielded a value of .986 for
 
the shape coefficient (the term in equation (52) contained in curly
 
braces). Thus we see that the tracking error for a circular aperture
 
corresponds very'closely to that for a rectangular aperture with length
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to width ratio of 1/2.
 
Circular Aperture of Very Small Diameter
 
For apertures which are small compared to the inner scale of
 
turbulence the structure function is given by equation (33) instead of
 
equation (31). Thus for small apertures equation (51) becomes
 
+1 +1
 
2 ( 2r 4.21 4 [( l-x + -y2)2 + (x-y 2 
<r 5/3 
-/ 
0 0 - -1i 2 ) 2[( -2 - l-y 2(x-j)(54) 
- - + (x-y) dydx (54) 
which reduces to
 
+1 +1
 
4.21 
< > (-jf) r5/3 1/3 16 (-Xy) (l-x2 )(l-y 2) dydx (55) 
Since the x and y integrations may be separated we write equation (55)
 
as
 
2 +1F
 
2"> ' 67.36I
 12
-
x
21 r5/3Z 1/3 

{ x i-2 dx (56) 
The integrals in equation (56) may be evaluated directly yielding values
 
of 2 and zero for the first and second terms respectively. Taking the
 
square root to obtain the root mean square angular fluctuation we have
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X / 6-7.3 (57) 
rms r 5/6Z 1/6

r O.
 
0 0 
Thus we see that for a circular aperture the angular fluctuation
 
will be independent of aperture size for apertures which are small
 
compared to the inner scale of turbulence.
 
Comparison With Calculations Based on Average Wave Front Tilt
 
Fried [3] had developed expressions for the average tilt of a wave
 
front after passing through a turbulent atmosphere, by expanding the
 
phase 4 in a series of Modified Zernike Polynomials - i.e.,
 
4(xiy) = anFn(xlY) (58)
 
where
 
-1/2
FI = (fR2) F4 = (R 6/12)(x2+y2-R2/2) 
F 2 = (R 4/4)-/2x F5 = (R 6/6)(x 2-y2 ) 
F3 = (R 4/4)-/2y F6 = (rR 6/24)xy (59) 
Here a1 represents the average phase shift of the wave front, a2 and
 
a3 its average tilt, a4 the spherical deformation, a5 and a6 the astig­
matic deformation, etc. The average tilt <al) is given in terms of
 
aI and a2 by
 
L a1 a(60)2 

Fried has derived an expression for <a2> by requiring that the< eurnLta  
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polynomial expansion of 4 (equation (58)) gives a best fit to the 
actual phase in a least mean square sense. We have found that Fried's 
-

work contains an error in that he has omitted a factor of (R 2) l in 
his equation 4.6a. Following through Fried's work we find that the 
correct expression for < a2> is 
2=\ 2(kD 5/3 
a .883nR ) (61) 
The reader should compare this expression with equation 7.8a in Fried's
 
paper.
 
With this correction in hand, we may proceed to calculate the apparent
 
angle of arrival of the beam. Consider a plane wave traveling in approxi­
mately the z direction. Neglecting deformation of the wave front we
 
may write its phase as
 
= a2F 2 + a3F 3 (62)
 
2 z 
But the phase is also (-y--) so that the equation of the isophase 
surface is
 
-
2 z + a2F2(x) + a3F3 (Y) = constant (63) 
We let K be a vector normal to the isophase surface and k be the unit
 
vector in the z direction. Substituting the values of F from equation
 
(59) into equation (63) we may write K as
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GRAD --- 3/2 2 (a 2 x + a3y (61) 
Since 
IKI cos8T = K K (65) 
a straightforward calculation yields 
COSO1 [ (a2 2 + a3 2 ) + 1 (66) 
Squaring both sides and noting that for small angles 
2 
coseT = I _-_T+ ... 
T 2 
(67) 
and 
[ _ 
I +-24 (a22 +a 32) = 
A-/2X 2 
2 4 (a2 
a2 
+ a3 ) +... (68) 
We obtain 
M8 = A3/2R2 (69) 
Substituting from equation (61) 
6RMS .414 5/6
r o 
D-/670) 
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Chase [11] has noted that the constant (.883) in equation (61)
 
should properly be .828 since there were numerical errors in Fried's
 
claculations which were later corrected by Chase.
 
Heidbreder's calculations [4,5] based on the maximum of the radiation
 
pattern of a circular aperture also led to a minus one-sixth power de­
pendence on the aperture diameter but with a somewhat different proportion­
ality constant. That the calculations of Fried, those of Heidbreder
 
and ours all lead to the same functional dependence with only slightly
 
different numerical constants is consistent with the conclusion (as
 
Fried and others have pointed out) that wave front tilt is the pre­
dominant effect responsible for angle of arrival fluctuations.
 
Comparison With Experimental Results
 
Wyman [12] has reported experimental measurements of the RMS track­
ing errors as a function of receiver aperture over 3.2 and 6.4 Km paths.
 
Figure 2 shows the root mean square angular fluctuations for both path
 
lengths and several aperture sizes. Theoretical curves of angular
 
fluctuations versus aperture size from equation (52) are also plotted
 
in Figure 2. Here the correlation distance r has been chosen to pro­
duce the best fit with the experimental data.
 
The amount of data available is very minimal so that the theory
 
cannot be said to be fully verified. Nevertheless the available data
 
1/ 6 
does fit a D- power law to within the experimental error.
 
TRACKING SYSTEM USING MULTIPLE APERTURES
 
From our previous results and from the available experimental data
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Figure 2. 	RMS angular fluctuations in microradians as a function of
 
receiving aperture diameter for 3.2 and 6.4 kilometer paths.
 
Experimental data after Wyman, Reference 12.
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it is clear that when one increases the receiving aperture of an optical
 
tracking system the atmospherically induced errors are decreased due
 
to averaging over a larger part of the incoming wave front. Since the
 
critical factor in reducing the atmospheric errors is the linear
 
dimensions involved, it seems likely that an effective increase in
 
accuracy could be obtained by using two tracking systems with small re­
ceiving apertures located some distance apart instead of a larger single
 
aperture system. Since large diameter optics are extremely expensive
 
the two aperture systems might well be more economical than a larger
 
single system.
 
For this reason we have studied the error in a double receiver
 
tracking system. In the process of our investigation we have devised
 
an experiment to test the validity of our theoretical calculations which
 
should overcome some of the difficulties previously encountered in
 
measurements of atmospheric effects. This experiment will be discussed
 
later.
 
Theoretical
 
Let us consider two identical optical tracking systemssuch as have
 
been previously described located in close proximity to each other and
 
observing a common target. Each tracker will see an apparent angular
 
motion of the target due to atmospheric fluctuations which we will de­
note by 61 (t) and 02 (t) respectively. Let us suppose that we may observe
 
either the "relative tracking error", 0r(t), which we shall define as
 
the instantaneous difference in e1 (t) and 62 (t), or the "average track­
ing error", a(t), which we shall define as the average of e1 (t) and
 
02 (t). As shown in Figure 3 we take and q to be cartesian coordinates
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Figure 3. Geometry of the two aperature receiver 
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in the plane of the receivers' apertures and let R be the radius of each
 
aperture and L the distance between their centers. If e1 and 02 are the
 
components of the instantaneous angular tracking errors of each system
 
along the n axis then, as has been shown,
 
el(t) = 2kA ['(ln(t) - 4(C2 ,rL,t)] dn (71) 
T1I 
02 (t) = 2 (l,mjt) - (t 2 ,n,t)] dn (72) 
where nl, n2 ' nl andn2 are the appropriate limits of integration for
 
a circular aperture, 1 and 2 are functions of n, and A is the area of
 
a single aperture.
 
We have defined the relative tracking error as
 
0r =0 - 2 (73) 
so that
 
X- 2RJ I,n,t) 
- 4(E,n,t)] dn
 
8r 2rA j2
 
-l [ '~atI Q - ((2,01t)] d (74) 
Making use of the fact that the centers of the apertures are located
 
at (0,± ) respectively, we obtain the relations
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2R( L2 2 2 
%2 
2 (75)2R L,+2 2 

and 
1%l=- L2 R n2=-+RL 
2 2 2 
L R - L + R (76) 
Squaring equation (74) one obtains
 
6 2(t) = [x 2 2 , ) - (2 t 
x (t){in',t)- $(c;,n',t)J dndn 
T1 TI1
 
n n 
T

x{c(CI,',t)- (,Tn',t)J dndp
+-TJT'2Hnt 
'n1 T 
x { ( ,n',t)- t(,nt)Jdndn' 
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f2pT1t) _-D(2 I($&pri
-
n 1
 
'(TI't)}I (77)x [o (CPI.,tQ didn' 
We expand the products under the integral sign in equation (77) and
 
take the ensemble average of both sides. The 16 terms resulting on
 
the right hand side are recognized as phase covariance functions [13].
 
Using the procedure we have derived in the first section we replace
 
these by appropriate phase structure functions using the relation
 
2% = D - D (r) (78) 
or
 
Ol4(r) = 2C,(0) - 2C (r) (79) 
Performing these operations and substituting from equation (75) we
 
obtain for the mean square of the relative tracking error
 
<6 2> = (A _2 1n2- 2 +( 
r 2ir~ 
 inTIj I %/~ ~) nn2 
-j-D4 (E, ~{2 + (_nnT)2}1 dnidn' 
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-
+DJ' T2)2 + (nnt)23 
+D4 1 T(C2 + (n~n )2j drjd,'n n~i 
-D JT2-C)2 + (nInt)2J 
- +D 4 ( + (nr)3 dndni 
- f'nJ'Thn[D C~lEl) 2 + (nri)2} 
n Ti(80) 
DY)(C + (n~.?2 np 
As before we take the structure function as
 
(r)=6.88 3(81)
 
0
 
where r0 is the wave correlation distance. Combining equations 75, 80
 
and 81 and making a change of variables in each integral of the form
 
1 L 
I (n± ) (82a)
 
R 2 
1 ( L (82b)
 
we have
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2 6.88 R11/3
- r<e2> 
r L2 AJ r 5/3 
0 
/-- + y 2 +62 L± 

+ 	 72+ (x-y ) 
r--, 2 2(83) 
wh _er + (xy + 	 dydx 
Here we have taken the signs in equations (82a) and (82b) as (+,+)
 
respectively in the ist integral, (-,-) in the second, C-,+) in the third
 
and (+,-) in the last.
 
Equation (83) may be put into the form
 
++
<2>=q_126.88 R
11/3 	 (84)

= 8[I (0) - I (0) - Ip(L/R) + I (L/R)]2A r 5/3 p p p p 
0 
where
 
+1+ [/ lx2 / 2 2]5/6 
I (L/R) = ± + (x-y+L/R) dxdy (85) 
Comparing this to our previous expression for the tracking error due to
 
a single circular aperture, <82>, we see that the first two terms in
 
are the reduction
equation (84) are just 2<02>, while the last two terms 
X 
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in error obtained by using a two aperture system, i.e.,
 
<-2> = 2<l> - 2 (86
 
r xI r 5
 
Examination of equation (84) shows that for L equal to zero (the two 
systems sharing a single aperture), <S 2r > is zero. This is clearly 
necessary since for this case (if it were physically realizable) e1(t) 
is identical to 02(t) for all t. For very large L, I+(L/R) = Ip(L/R), 
and equation (86) reduces to
 
<82> = 2<62> (87)
 
r x 
or
 
0 (Double Aperture) = /7 6 (Single Aperture) (88)
rms rms 
We next turn our attention to the component of angular tracking
 
error in the direction (i.e., at right angles to the line of centers
 
of the two apertures). An analysis similar to that performed above leads
 
to an equivalent expression for this component, i.e.,
 
<r = 2 r-A5/3 asss
 
<e2> = 6.88 R 1 i(0) - [-(a) -~ (L/R) + I-(L/Rj) (89)
 
where I±(L/R) is now given by
 
I>(L/R) = J + + (x-y) dydx (90) 
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As before this reduces to zero for L equal to zero and approaches the
 
square root of twice the RMS error of a single aperture for large L.
 
From equation (84) (or (89)) we may find the ratio of the relative
 
tracking error between two apertures to the RMS error in a single
 
aperture system of the same diameter, i.e.,
 
r =- I+(0) - 1-(0) - I (L/R)+ I (L (91) 
I+(0) - 1-(0) 
where I(L/R) denotes either Ip(L/R) or Is(L/R) (given by equation (85)
 
or equation (90)) depending on whether the angle being measured is along
 
the line of center or at right angles to it.
 
The quantities I-(L/R) have been evaluated on the IBM 360 computer
 
using a 201 point Simpson's Rule integration for values of L/R from 2
 
to 500. The results are given in Table I and Figure 4.
 
We have defined the average tracking error a(t) as
 
EI(t) + e2 (t) (92)
ea(t) = 2 (t)22 
The RMS value of this quantity is easily found by a straightforward
 
modification of the previous calculation.
 
1 I+(0) - I-(0) + I (L/R) - I-(L/R (93) 
2 [ I+(0) - I-(0) 
This quantity has also been evaluated as a function of (L/R), the re­
suits being given in Table I and plotted in Figure 5.
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Discussion of Results
 
A double tracking system such as has been described might operate
 
by taking the average of the output of the two trackers as the actual
 
position of the target. From Table I it can be seen that for a
 
separation of 10 radii between the centers of the two apertures, the
 
RStrakig eror<e2> 1/2RMS tracking error <A>~ is approximately 86% of the error for a 
single aperture and for a separation of 100 radii the error is 78%. 
Since the RMS tracking error for a single aperture varies as the 
reciprocal one-sixth power of the diameter we see that for 10 radii 
separation the error will be the same as that in a single system whose
 
aperture is 2.5 times larger. That is a double system with two 20 cm.
 
diameter receivers located 1 meter apart will have no more error than
 
a single receiver with a 50 cm. diameter objective. Likewise if the
 
receivers were 10 meters apart the system should be subject to tracking
 
errors approximately the same as an 88 cm. diameter single receiver.
 
Whether or not the gain in accuracy in a double receiver system would
 
justify the additional complexity will probably depend on the require­
ments of the particular system in question.
 
Experimental Verification of the Theory
 
One of the major problems encountered in the experimental investi­
gations of atmospheric effects is that the statistics of the atmosphere
 
are non-stationary. Thus we are always attempting to gather statistical
 
data on a system whose statistical properties are constantly changing.
 
For example, if one attempts to measure the angular fluctuations of a
 
beam propagating through the atmosphere as a function of receiver
 
aperture size he finds it difficult to collect enough data to be
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TABLE I
 
L/R AVERAGE ANGULAR RELATIVE ANGULAR
 
FLUCTUATION FLUCTUATION
 
PARALLEL PERPENDICULAR PARALLEL PERPENDICULAR
 
2 0.9553 0.8980 0.5912 0.8799
 
3 0.9316 0.8701 0.7268 0.9858
 
4 0.9147 0.8546 0.8084 1.0385
 
5 0.9019 0.8441 0.8637 1.0723
 
6 0.8919 0.8362 0.9045 1.0967
 
7 0.8839 0.8300 0.9352 1.1155
 
8 0.8769 0.8249 0.9613 1.1305
 
9 0.8710 0.8206 0.9824 1.1430
 
10 0.8659 0.8169 1.0003 1.1536
 
50 0.8039 1.1894
 
100 0.7849 1.2392
 
500 0.7534 0.7384 1.3151 1.3487
 
999 0.7441 1.3361
 
statistically significant in a short enough time to insure that the
 
atmospheric donditions have not changed during the course of the experi­
ment. The alternate approach of collecting data over a long period of
 
time, say many months, and then assuming that the average results represent
 
some sort of hypothetical "average atmosphere" is not only time consuming
 
and expensive but also is unsatisfying since the variation in atmospheric
 
1.2. 
1.0 
F 2[<1/2 rJ2>1 
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/ 
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Figure 5. Ratio of Average Angular Fluctuations to Fluctuations in A Single Aperture
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turbulence from day to day may be as large as or larger than the effect
 
which one wishes to observe. Furthermore one is also tempted to discard
 
data which does not agree with the theory on the grounds that "the
 
atmosphere must have changed during the run." The validity of data sub­
ject to such subjective interpretation must always be suspected. One
 
would like an experiment which would confirm the essential validity of
 
the theoretical model of the atmosphere yet not be dependent upon the
 
strength of the turbulence at a particular time.
 
We believe that a two aperture tracking system would provide such
 
an experimental opportunity. The scale of turbulence and the turbulence
 
strength enter into our calculations only through the single parameter
 
r, the correlation distance. This parameter has been eliminated from
 
equations (91) and (93). Thus an experiment in which the RMS relative
 
and/or average angular fluctuations were measured simultaneously with
 
the individual angular fluctuations in each tracker should provide a
 
sensitive test of the theory independent of the value of r . Any in­
accuracy in the theoretical model of the atmosphere, such as a departure
 
of the atmospheric fluctuations from a log-normal distribution, should
 
be easily demonstrated.
 
GAUSSIAN DISTRIBUTION OF BEAM INTENSITY
 
We have also considered the effects of a Gaussian distribution of
 
intensity of the laser beam on the apparent angular fluctuation. A
 
distribution of intensity across the beam of the form
 
2 
I = I e0 ar (94)
0 
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was assumed. From equation (94) we have that
 
23D4
 
6x(t) = ffIu(cn)I -jdE dn (95) 
x 27, ff Iu( .f)12 dE dn 
which yields
 
ff e-a(E2+j d dT
 
ox(t) = X Ead- (96)
X 21r flEe a( 2+ 02 ) dE dT1
 
where o ,is a parameter which describes the beam width and the inte­
gration extends over the receiving aperture. The integral in the
 
numerator of equation (96) may be integrated by parts on g to eliminate
 
the derivative a4'/@E. The resulting expression is then squared and the
 
ensemble average taken in the usual way. After more manipulation the
 
resulting expression can be recognized as phase structure functions.
 
Unfortunately this expression contains 16 terms each of which is a
 
multiple integral of the product of D and an exponential function
 
of the coordinates squared. Sufficient computer time has not been
 
available to evaluate these quite complex expressions.
 
EFFECTS OF ATMOSPHERIC TURBULENCE ON
 
A CO2 LASER COMMUNICATIONS SYSTEM
 
Introduction
 
The second phase of the research conducted during the course of this
 
project involves the reduction and analysis of certain government
 
supplied data concerning the effects of atmospheric turbulence on a CO2
 
heterodyne communications system. This data was collected during the
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Summer of 1969 at Marshall Space Flight Center and was transmitted to
 
the University of Alabama for analysis in September, 1969. We have
 
generated the necessary computer software to reduce the data and have
 
begun to analyze it. Due to the large amount of data and the limited
 
time available this analysis is not yet complete. We expect, however,
 
to be able to complete the analysis in the near future. In this re­
port the problems encountered in analyzing the data are discussed;
 
the computer programs which have been written are described; and
 
preliminary results are given.
 
Experimental
 
The atmospheric experiments were performed by the project director
 
in association with MSFC personnel at MSFC and are therefore not a part
 
of this project. We will therefore not attempt a complete discussion
 
of the experimental procedures in this report but will give only a brief
 
description necessary to describe the data which was analyzed. A
 
complete discussion of the experiment is being prepared by the project
 
director and MSFC personnel and will be published in the near future
 
as a NASA Technical Report.
 
The subject data consist of measurements of the scintillation and
 
heterodyne signal of a CO2 laser beam propagated over a 3.2 Km path
 
between Madkin Mountain and the Astrionics Laboratory building, both
 
located on Redstone Arsenal, Alabama. The laser transmitter was a
 
2 watt, stabalized CO2 laser with a 10 cm., off-axis Cassegrainian
 
collimator. The laser could be frequency modulated by driving one of
 
the cavity mirrors mounted on a piezoelectric pusher. The receiver
 
consisted of a 10 cm. aperture off-axis Cassegrainian telescope, a
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local oscillator laser, combining optics, and a Hg-CdTe detector. The
 
receiver was fitted with removable aperture stops so that its aperture
 
could be varied from 2 cm. to 10 cm. The transmitter and receiver were
 
constructed for MSFC by the Minneapolis-Honeywell Corporation and
 
have been described in the literature [14].
 
Signal-to-noise measurements were made by extracting the 10 MHz
 
beat note between the received signal and local oscillator after it had
 
passed through one stage of IF amplifications. The signal was then
 
detected with a simple diode circuit and the resulting voltage re­
corded on magnetic tape.
 
Scintillation measurements were made by turning off the local
 
oscillator laser and chopping the transmitted beam at 90 Hz by means
 
of a mechanical chopper located in the transmitter. The output of
 
the detector was amplified and recorded directly on a 14 channel
 
magnetic tape. Thus the recorded signal consisted of an amplitude­
modulated square wave whose amplitude was proportional to the
 
instantaneous power being received. In this way fluctuations in
 
background illumination were eliminated.
 
Twelve channels of each analog magnetic tape were used for data,
 
the other two channels being reserved for identification and timing
 
purposes. The tapes were digitized at a sampling rate of 1 KHz in
 
order to reduce the time required for A/D conversion. The resulting
 
digital tapes were recorded in a multiplex format with five channels
 
of the analog tape on each digital tape.
 
Between June 15 and August 31, 1969, approximately 750 observations
 
of scintillation were made at all hours of the day and under as wide
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a variety of weather conditions as possible. Each observation con­
sisted of about 90 seconds of recorded data from which a 60 second
 
segment near the middle of each run was selected for digitization.
 
The time of day, temperature, humidity, wind speed and general
 
weather conditions were recorded for each observation.
 
Data Reduction
 
In order to reduce the data a program has been written for the
 
IBM 360 Model 50 computer. The principal problems which were en­
countered in writing this program concerned formating the data for
 
the computer and extracting the amplitude of the square wave. The
 
latter proved to be somewhat difficult since the sampling rate during
 
digitization could not be accurately synchronized with the period of
 
the square wave. The sampling rate of 1 KHz and the chopping rate
 
of 90 Hz should yield approximately 10 samples per cycle of the square
 
wave. In actuality it was found that the number of samples per cycle
 
varied between 10 and 12 due to the sampling rate not being an in­
tegral multiple of the square wave frequency. It was therefore
 
necessary to design a program which would determine whether a particu­
lar data point was a base point (i.e., from the part of the square
 
wave when the laser beam was blocked by the chopper) or a signal point
 
(when power was being received from the laser beam). The problem was
 
further compounded by the fact that the rise and fall times of the
 
square wave were non-negligible so that about one percent of the data
 
points were sampled during the switching transient and should there-'
 
fore be discarded. Furthermore it was found that some of the data
 
contained an occasional noise spike which should be eliminated. It
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was decided that the elimination of these spikes would not adversely
 
effect the validity of the analysis so provisions for eliminating them
 
were also included in the program.
 
The program which we have written to divide the data into base
 
and signal points operates basically as follows. One record, contain
 
ing 2000 characters, is read from magnetic tape. These 2000 characters
 
represent 200 sample values from each of 5 data channels. Each sample
 
value is a 10 bit binary number plus sign bit occupying two tape
 
characters. The 400 characters corresponding to the channel being
 
analyzed are converted to internal floating point format and are stored
 
in an array. A second record is read from tape, converted, and stored
 
in a second array. To begin the analysis twenty data points from the
 
first of the array are selected and the maximum and minimum are found.
 
Two limits, L1 and L are then set by the relations
 
L max - Pl(Amax Amn) (97) 
L2 Amin + P2 (Amax - Amn) (98) 
where A and A . are the maximum and minimum of the first twentymax mmn
 
points and P1 and P2 are constants between zero and one-half. Since
 
the signal was inverted when it was recorded on analog tape, the base
 
line is greater than the signal, hence a particular point greater than
 
is considered a base point, if it is less than L2 it is considered
L1 

a signal point. Points lying between L and L2 are assumed to be from
 
the transient portion of the wave form and is neglected.
 
The computer is programmed to take each point successively and
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determine if it is a base point, a signal point or neither. As a
 
preliminary to processing the first twenty points are scanned and the
 
beginning of a base line segment of the wave form is found. Then new
 
limits are set on the next 15 points and they are scanned and grouped
 
into 3 arrays, a base line segment, a signal segment and a second
 
base line segment. Each array may contain up to 7 points. At this
 
time the amplitude of the square wave is computed for the group of
 
signal points (as will be described later) and stored. The second
 
group of base points is transferred into the first array, new limits
 
are set using the next 10 data points, a new group of signal points and
 
base points are found to fill the second and third arrays, and finally
 
their amplitudes are computed. This process is continued until the
 
200 points from the first record have been used. At this time the
 
200 points from the second tape record are transferred into the array
 
formally occupied by the first record and a third record is read from
 
tape. Processing then continues until all points in the data set have
 
been processed.
 
Data Processing Irregularities
 
As previously mentioned, several irregularities in the data are
 
possible and a number of checks have been built into the program to
 
provide for them. These checks are as follows:
 
1) During the search for either base points or 
signal points more than 10 consective points 
are found. 
2) After completing a search less than 3 base or 
signal points have been found. 
3) More than 3 consective points satisfying neither 
the base or signal point criteria are found. 
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Any of these three conditions indicate that the waveform is departing
 
drastically from a modulated square wave and appropriate action should
 
be taken. For conditions one and three the program skips 10 data
 
points, or approximately one cycle of the square wave, and begins
 
processing again. For condition two the computation of amplitudes
 
are surpressed and processing continues. As a further check, if the
 
total number of errors in any record exceeds five the entire record is
 
omitted.
 
During processing a record is kept of each time an irregularity
 
was encountered and this information is printed in tabular form at the
 
completion of processing. Clearly if an excessive number of irregulari­
ties occurs in a given run the results of that run must be suspect.
 
Computation of Amplitudes
 
After each cycle of the waveform has been processed to divide the
 
data points into base points and signal points the amplitude is
 
computed. Three methods for computing the amplitude have been tried.
 
The first method took the base line for a group of signal points as the
 
average of all the points in the group of base points preceding it and
 
the one following it. That is, the background during the half-cycle
 
in which the laser beam intensity was recorded is taken as the average
 
background recorded during the half-cycle immediately preceding the
 
signal and the half cycle immediately following it. This average base
 
line was subtracted from each signal point and the difference taken
 
as the amplitude of the laser beam at that instance.
 
The second type of amplitude calculation considered was to re­
construct the base line during the period when the signal was recorded
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by fitting a least-mean-square curve to the base line points on either
 
side. This method was found to give very erratic results and was
 
abandoned.
 
The third method consisted of taking the difference in the first
 
signal point in a group and the last base point preceding it as an
 
amplitude. The difference in the last signal point in the group and
 
the first base point following it gives a second amplitude. This
 
method gives only two amplitudes per cycle but has the advantage that
 
they are evenly spaced.
 
The final computer program contained both the first and third type
 
amplitude calculation, the one to be used being selected by a parameter
 
read during execution. An option is also provided which will either
 
store all amplitudes along with the time which the amplitude occurred
 
or will, instead of storing the amplitude, count the number of times
 
an amplitude lying in a given range occurs. The former yields re­
ceived beam intensity as a function of time while the latter gives the
 
probability distribution function for the intensity fluctuations.
 
Either is saved for whatever analysis one wishes to perform on the data.
 
Program Checkout and Adjustment of Parameters
 
In order to test the program a segment of data was printed from the
 
magnetic tape and was inspected. Each data point was classified as
 
either a signal point, a base point, or a bad point from the transient
 
portion of the waveform. This classification was purely subjective,
 
yet in inspecting the data there was usually no questions as to how a
 
particular point should be categorized. The same data was then fed
 
into the computer. Print statements were added to the nrogram to list
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each point and indicate how the computer classified it. The program
 
was run several times varying the parameters P1 and P2 (equations (97)
 
and (98)) between runs and the results compared with the subjective
 
analysis. Data having "bad places" in it was also processed and the
 
results compared with our judgement as to whether or not a segment
 
should be omitted. On the basis of these comparisons the parameters
 
P1 and P2 were set at 0.05 and 0.10, respectively. That is a point
 
within 5% of the maximum base point or 10% of the minimum signal point
 
would be retained while points between these limits were discarded.
 
These limits seemed to allow the computer to make very nearly the
 
same decisions as we would have made had we analyzed the data by hand.
 
It is felt that due to the statistical nature of the analysis whether
 
or not a few points are discarded as bad when they should have been
 
retained will not appreciable effect the results. Preliminary analysis
 
of the data seems to confirm that the results are not too sensitive
 
to small changes in the values of the limits.
 
Calculations of the Scintillation Statistics
 
The final segment of the data analysis program accetps the proba­
bility density function for the intensity fluctuations which has been
 
generated and computes the scintillation statistics. The program
 
computes and lists the class mark for the intensity and the corre­
sponding value of the log-amplitude defined by
 
k. = }(ln) I i/ (99) 
1 2 e
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class interval, and Y is the mean intensity. The frequency for each
 
class and the cumulative probability are also listed.
 
It has been customary in the literature to test the hypothesis of
 
log-normality of scintillation data by plotting the cumulative proba­
bility function of the log-amplitudes against a "probability scale"
 
such that if the data is log-normal the resulting curve will be a
 
straight line. Not only is this procedure not a very sensitive test
 
of a statistical distribution but it is also very time consuming
 
when a large quantity of data is to be processed. We have therefore
 
included in the program a chi square test on both a normal and a log­
normal distribution function. These tests provide a quick and sensi­
tive means of testing the hypothesis of log-normal scintillation.
 
The statistical analysis routine also computes the mean, standard
 
deviation, skewness, and kurtosis for both the intensity distribution
 
and the log-amplitude distribution. From the standard deviation of the
 
log amplitudes the atmospheric structure constant will be computed.
 
The skewness and kurtosis are computed to give an additional check on
 
log-normality.
 
Description of Program
 
A listing of the computer programs described above along with a
 
sample output are included in Appendix A, and a sample output is shown
 
in Appendix B. For reference, Appendix C lists a program for generat­
ing log-normal random numbers which was used in checking the chi
 
square test subroutines.
 
Atmospheric Structure Constant
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The log amplitude variance C (0) for a plane wave is given in terms
 
of the atmospheric structure constant C by [15].

n 
C (0) = 0.309 k7/6 Z11/6 C 2 (100) 
where k is the wave number and Z the length of the path through the
 
atmosphere. For a spherical wave the corresponding expression is [16]
 
= 0.124 k7/6 Z1 1 / 6 C9(0) Cn2 (101) 
In our preliminary analysis we have neglected the finite
 
aperture of the receiver and treated it as a point source. Equations
 
(100) or (101) can then be used directly to obtain C 2 by noting that
n 
the standard deviation of the log-amplitude distribution which we have
 
computed is the square root of C (0). It is well known however that
 
a finite receiving aperture has the effect of averaging the intensity
 
fluctuation from various parts of the wave front thereby reducing the
 
variance of the scintillation. This effect has been investigated by
 
Fried [17]. From Figure 2 in Fried's paper we note that for large
 
scintillation conditions and for the path lengths and apertures used
 
in the experiment, this effect will be significant.
 
In order to allow for aperture averaging we may use the expressions
 
given by Fried [14,16], viz.
 
2[D 2] 20 C(0) (102)
wOeS= 
2
where as is the signal variance which corresponds to the square of the
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standard deviation of the intensity fluctuation, D is the diameter of
 
the receiving aperture, and 0 is an aperture averaging factor given by
 
0= 	16 pdp exp [4C(0-]-1 
=D2 d exp [4C (0)]-l"1i(p/D) (103) 
H(p/D) is the optical transfer function of a circular aperture 
H(p/D) = cosl (p/D) - (p/D) [1 - Cp/D)21/2 (104) 
and 	Ck(p) is the log-amplitude co-variance given by
 
C¢p) = C£(0) J [an+ b' k23 
x 4 /(2n)!] _ 7.53034  P 	 (105) 
In the last expression a and b are the expansion coefficients
n n 
(
for 	the modified confluent hypergeometric function 1F1 -g--; 1; ix) and
 
are 	given by
 
a = 1 b = 6.84209 	 (106)
O 	 O 
and 	the recursion relations
 
an = -an_i L(2n - 23/6)(2n - 17/6)/(2n-)(2n) 	 (107a) 
bn = -b n_ F(2n - 17/6)(2n - 1/6)(2n-l)/(2n)(2n+l)2] (107b)
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With the additional relation that the intensity variance C (0) in
 
equation (102) is related to the log variance by
 
CI(0) = 1o2 [exp[4C2 (0)] -i] (108) 
equations (102 - 108) specify Cz(0) in terms of as and 1 Since
 
1 and a are just the mean and standard deviation of the received
 
intensity we may compute C (0) and then using equation (101) find the
 
atmospheric structure constant.
 
Combining the above equations we have
 
s2 
D2 [exp [4C(0 -1k 2 = 
D exp[4f - CZ(0)] -1
-l
3 PdPD exp[4exp[4 C z(0)] H(pD) (109) 
0
 
where f(kp/4z) is the summation given in equation (105).
 
Since as/1 is an experimentally determined constant, equation (109)
 
is an integral equation for C(0). We have programmed the IBM 360 computer
 
to solve equation (109). The technique used is to evaluate the integral in
 
equation (109) for a number of trial values of C (0) using a fourth order
 
Runga-Kutta integration. This gives a table of as/1 as a function
 
of C9(0). From this table the value of C (0) corresponding to the
 
measured value of as/1 ° is determined using Lagrange-Hermite inter­
polation formula.
 
Preliminary Results
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At the present time approximately 60 of the 750 scintillation
 
measurements have been processed. This includes computation of the
 
cumulative probability curve, the moments of the intensity dis­
tribution, the moments of the log-amplitude distribution, and a
 
chi square test for normal and log-normal distributions. Aperture
 
averaging effects have not yet been considered nor has the power
 
spectral density.
 
From the data thus far analyzed several definite trends are
 
apparent. It must be emphasized, however, that these results are
 
based on a cursory inspection of a small part of the data so that
 
any conclusions drawn at this time must be considered as only
 
tentative. We shall, however, discuss some of these results briefly.
 
1) Aperture Averaging. The scintillation data consist of groups
 
of runs in which the receiver aperture was varied from 2 cm. to
 
10 cm. The runs within a particular group were made in as rapid
 
succession as possible in order to minimize the probability that the
 
atmospheric statistics would change between runs. It was hoped that
 
in this way the effects of aperture averaging could be separated from
 
the effects of nonstationary atmospheric statistics.
 
Preliminary analysis cf the data has indicated definite aperture
 
averaging effects. Thus far, however, insufficient data has been
 
analyzed to fully verify the accuracy of the theoretical prediction
 
of the aperture averaging effect found in the literature.
 
We have written computer programs with which to calculate the
 
aperture averaging and to compute the log-amplitude variance allowing
 
for these effects. These calculations will be completed in the near
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future.
 
2) Probability Distribution. Both Fried [18] and Patton [19] have
 
reported departures from the log-normal distribution at 10.6 microns.
 
Fried has attributed these results to instrumental errors in the measur­
ing equipment. It has been, therefore, one of our primary objectives
 
to either verify the log-normal distribution for the scintillation of
 
a CO2 laser beam or to offer definite evidence that the fluctuations
 
are not log normal.
 
Our preliminary results seem to favor a log-normal distribution
 
but unfortunately they are not conclusive. Out of the first 31 runs
 
analyzed, 22 fit a log-normal distribution, 5 a normal distribution,
 
and 4 fit neither. Much of the data analyzed has chi square values
 
for a log-normal distribution that are well within the 95% confidence
 
limits customarily used as a criterion for a fit. That is, the prob­
ability that random data would have fit a log-normal distribution as well
 
is less than 5%. The cumulative probability distribution for two
 
such runs is shown in Figures 6 and 7. Figure 6 clearly shows that
 
the data fits a log-normal distribution better than a normal distri­
bution. In Figure 7 the distinction is not as clear. In fact from
 
the curves one would have difficulty in deciding between a normal and
 
a log-normal model. The value of chi square for the log-normal model
 
was 65 as compared to a chi square of 256 for the normal model, clearly
 
indicating a better fit to the log-normal curve. In Figure 6, where
 
the distinction is much greater, the chi square values were 90 and
 
1027 for the log-normal and normal models respectively.
 
Some of the data, such as shown in Figure 8, shows a much better
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fit to a normal distribution than to a log-normal one. Although
 
firm conclusions cannot be drawn from the limited amount of data so
 
far investigated, it seems that this occurs when a larger aperture
 
is used; A possible explanation for a normal distribution could be
 
that if the aperture is larger than the correlation distance then
 
the intensity incident upon the detector sum of uncorrelated intensity
 
fluctuations across the aperture. Involving the central limit
 
theorem we may argue that if the aperture larger than the correlation
 
distance the distribution function should be normal while for
 
apertures small compared to the correlation distance it will be log­
normal. For intermediate size aperture one would expect a distri­
bution somewhere between normal and log-normal. It is hoped that the
 
complete analysis of all the available data will clarify this point.
 
It has been found that an occasional run will have a distribution
 
which departs radically from both the normal and the log-normal
 
model. Often these runs are characterized by a large negative
 
skewness. No explanation can be offered at this time.
 
3) Structure Constant. The atmospheric structure constant has
 
been computed for a number of the runs, neglecting the finite aperture
 
size. The values obtained are within the range of values expected
 
from theory. These values will not be reported at this time since it
 
is felt that they will be effected significantly by the aperture
 
averaging effects.
 
Continuation of the Project
 
As has been emphasized above, the results which we are reporting
 
at this time are based upon analysis of only a small part of the
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available data. A proposal has been submitted for extension of this
 
project. It is expected that when the analysis is completed the
 
available data will yield (1) verification of the distribution function,
 
(2) accurate values for the atmospheric structure constant, (3) power
 
spectral densities, (4) confirmation of the theoretical predictions
 
of aperture averaging and (5) information concerning the variation of
 
the structure constant and spectral density with time of day and with
 
weather 	conditions.
 
The preliminary analysis has indicated that there is every reason
 
to expect that much useful information may be extracted from the
 
available data.
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FIGURES 6 - 9 
The cumulative probability distribution for the illuminance and
 
the log amplitudes showing (Fig. 6) a typical small aperture run in
 
which the scintillation is log-normal, (Fig. 7) a run in which the
 
scintillation is intermediate between normal and log-normal, and (Fig. 8)
 
a run in which it tends toward a normal distribution. Figure 9 shows
 
an example of an occasional run in which the data departs radically
 
from both the normal and log-normal distributions.
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(3) 	NCI - Specifies the number of class intervals to be used in
 
the statistics routine.
 
(4) NOSCAN- Number of multiplexed variables contained in the record
 
that belong to a given data set. (For example, 5 multi­
plexed variables, 200 points per data set).
 
(5) NOCHAN-	Number of variables multiplexed
 
(6) TOLM -	 Sets tolerance on base limits for base point selection.
 
(7) TOL2 -	 Sets tolerance on signal limits for signal point selection.
 
(8) TOL3 -	 Number of signal base, and amplitude points required for
 
a cycle to be completed. 
(9) LI - Number of sequential searches for points allowed before 
cycle is aborted. 
(10) L2 - Number of base points required for projected signal point 
search. 
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APPENDIX A
 
This appendix further describes the computer program employed to
 
reduce the atmospheric data. Included is a list of the FORTRAN state­
ments of the program.
 
The program reads data from digital magnetic tapes with the use
 
of three special FORTRAN subroutines, NTRAN, MOVE, TRNSL. These sub­
routines are used together to convert the data format on the tape to
 
a workable format for FORTRAN processing.
 
The data is written on the tape in blocks called files. Each
 
file contains 300 records of data plus an identification record at
 
the first of each file. This record consists of 12 tape characters
 
in a binary called decimal format. The 12 characters contain the
 
following information; tape number in characters 1-4; scale factor
 
in 5; type file in 6(0 = data file, 1 = calibration file); number
 
of variables multiplexed in 7-8; number of scans in 9-12. The
 
first 4 characters in each data record gives the time. The re­
maining 2000 binary characters in the record yield 1000 numbers in
 
a multiplexed format, i.e., every fifth number belongs to the same
 
data group. The program unpacks and stores the desired group in
 
an array to be used in processing. The first file of each tape is
 
a calibration file.
 
The program requires 10 control parameters to be read in as
 
data at the first of each tape run. These are:
 
(1) 	IBTYP - Determines method to be used to calculate the signal
 
points. IBTYP = 0 will have the program calculate
 
amplitude points by taking the difference between the
 
average of the base points of the cycle and the signal
 
points. IBTYP = 2 will have the program to calculate
 
2 amplitude points by subtracting the first signal
 
point from the base point preceding it and the last
 
signal point from the base point following it.
 
IBTYP = 3 will cause only I data point to be calcu­
lated by subtracting the first signal point from the
 
base point preceding it.
 
(2) 	IFLAG - The value of this parameter determines the type chi
 
square test to be used on the data. If IFLAG = 1, no
 
test will be performed. If IFLAG = 2, the data will
 
be compared to a normal distribution. IFLAG = 3 will
 
call for a log normal test, and IFLAG = 4 will call for
 
both log normal and normal tests to be performed.
 
,UKIKAN IV EVEL I@ MO * MAIN ATE - 69290 13/17/51 PAGE 0001 
0001 INIEGER FILESFILCK 
0002 COMMON P(1000)AUXIIOO0).INDOOII0hNCNTI300).JOVF.JUNF. 
-bAbtit,0I.IU1tSIIIb0JLUCIZ4|O1KKRMt*XL90XLO
 
0003 COMON/AAA/IPRINT
 
U0UU C0RUNMRLLIlMIN
 
0005 COMON/RAT/IRCENU
 
U006 LiRM/SUtlIPRII 1.3'00)
 
0007 COMMON/UUU/NPNCH
 
UUUU UIMNSIUN IUFf1UOO)
 
0009 DIMENSION IAI3).Ib(5)
 
UULQ CALL KiUItL.12IBI
 
0011 IF(II)ISb.150.155
UULZ IS5 PRINT 15tflrLCK 
001J 157 FORNATI *** END OF FILE $*6I.I8I 
UUL0 fLU Ilt4I( L5ULbIL1O 
0015 158 PRINT 159 
UU06 L59 FURRAI4 *00 MtAU tRROR **P) 
0017 L61 CONTINUE 
UU NTAPItI$i)l
 
0019 PRINT 160,18
 
LbU PUMRAII' IAIt NUMULK-*LAt
 
I- IDCAL--,1A4,
 
I- NUMBER OF CHANNELSIA4.
 
L NUMEER Ur SLAN',IA4)
 
0021 FILCK-I 
Buzz RtAUt45,3350I PKIN, NP 
0023 3350 FORMAT12110) 
L REAU INSROCIIUNS AND *OLERAN.ES
 
0024 READS,360) IB1YP.IFLAGNCI.NJSCAN.NOCHAN.L1.L2 
OU 560 FUHMATI[IOI 
0026 PEAO(5,I991) TOIL.TOL.2.T0L3 
0Ud4 191 FUKRAAII[SEO.O 
0020 PRINT 361.JTYPIFLAIeNCI,MOSAN.NOCMHNTLITWL.2.TL3.L1,L2 
U9 36L FUMAI,1 IVPt BAbt LALCUW.ATIIN *.flms emp$*sp**t$e**fl$e$s$
 
$****$ $$$$$ 1OTVP $$$$ l0/,
 
A' lYrE SIAIISIICS CALLED PUNR *..S**.St....,
 
***** IFLAG *$$** *1.10/,
 
* 	 NUMULK UP LLAbS INItIVAL5 *#S.,S,****,*$,*,***O*,* 
****** 	 MCI *0** -.It0/.
 
NUMIMER UP SCANS FbR RECORD**S********p***t

*$* %1t0/*
$****NOSCAN 
* NUMBER UP'CHANNELS ON TAPE UQ***t~~t~***~*t 
****** NUCHAN ***** %1I/0 
TOLERANCE ON BASE LIMITS *fl*****flgflfl*** e$BflflQ~t$$$$ 
$4*#** TOLL $*$$$ ',F&0.3/. 
IULERANCEO UN SINAL LIMIS **S***SS t fls p t*S00$*fl 
***** ToL2 *$$$* %Fk0.3/, 
* 	 NUMBER UP SIGNAL AND BASE POINTS RMQUIREU PER CYCLE $$l$ 
$*$*$$ 	 TOL3 ***$$ %FIO.3/.
 
NUBER L PASSES REQUIRED 10 AqUAT CYCLE *0*SS$S$$$fl
 
****** LI 	 .5
55 %1101. 
* NUMBER OF BASE POINTS REQUIRED FOR SIGNAL POINT SEARCH 5* 
****** fL *** .110)
 
C READ DATA FOR TAPE PROCESSING
 
0030 511 REAO(S,Oa2)FILESISTART.ICHNOIICENO 
FORtTRAN IV C LEVEL 1. MOO 4 MAIN DATE * 69290 13117/51 PAGE 0002 
0031 00 8892 14-1.1
 003Z DO 8892 J1.1,3OO
 
003 8892 IE(IJ.J11-0
 
0034 IRECNI-ISTART-t
 
0035 SEXIT-O
 
0036 
 9d? IREC-O
 
0031 882 FORMATI413
 
0036 PRINT 901,FILES.ICHNOQISTARTIRCENO
 
00)9 901 FORMATIIHIh PROCESSING FILE ****t***%ISI.
 
e* CHANNEL .151.
 
BEGIN AT RECORD t t**efl*e*0*%Is jl
 
** STOP PROCESSING AT RECOID **e**t**%IS3
 
0040 IRTN,,1 
0041 IFIFILES)99110,1O 
0042 ID IFIFILES.IT.FILCK 
0043 CALL NTRANII1OO) 
0044 GO TU 9 
0045 991 PRINT 99 
0046 992 FORMAr4IOX,'*..*.. 
0041 STOP 
GO TO 9
 
PROGRAM STOP ***O.e 
0048 9 CALL REORECtFILESIRECFILCKIBUFTINENNOSCANNDCHANICNNO 
L MOVE TAPE 0 DESIRED FILE 
0049 IFIFILCK-FILkS)9.88?.887 
C READ RECORD, STORE RECORD IN ARRAY 181F 
0050 881 CALL REDREC(FILESIRECFILCK.ISUF.TIVENNOSCANNOCHAN.ICHNO)
C MuVE TAPE TO DESIRED RECORD 
0O5E IF(IREC-ISTARTI)8?8T,89.39
 
C STORE CONTENTS OF aB1*INTO MAIN ARRAY P 
0052 889 00 888 L-1,N 
0051 8d8 PIL)-IBUF(LI 
C HEAD NEXT RECORD INTO IBUE 
0054 CALL RED RECIFILES.IRECFILCK. ISUF.TIlE.N.NOSCANtp(CHAN.ICHWI
C STORE CONTENTS OF ISUF INTO AJXILIARY ARRAY AUX 
0055 DO 500 LltN 
0056 500 AUILI-IUUFILI 
005? GO TO 501 
0058 502 00 503 L-IN 
0059 503 PfL)-AUXIL) 
0040 CALL RED RECiFILESIREC.FILCKIRUF.TIME.N.MSCANTNOCHANICWNdO 
C STORE ISUF INTO AUX
 
0061 DO 504 L1IN
 
0062 SU4 AUXIL)IIUUFiLI
 
0063 501 CALL AVG(N.L12L2.IRECNTTULI.T L2,TOL3NCIIBTYPI
 
C 51UP PROCESSING ON DESIRED RECORD
 
0064 IF(IEXIT) 66L.661,507 
0065 661 JFIJREL-IRCEND 502,221,Z21 
0066 241 DO 2293 lI-.N 
0061 2493 P(1)AUXI) 
006 1EXlJ=i U'
 
0069 6O TO 50L 
C PRINT ERROR TABLE 
0010 50? CALL PRINM(I) 
0071 CALL STAT(NTAPE,ICHNO.FILES.N.I.IFLAGI 
0012 CO TO si 
0073 k"D
 
TUKIKAN IV U LEVEL 1, MUU4 AVG DATE - 69290 13h17/51 PAGE 0001 
U001 SUBROUTINE AVGINKLLLZIREC.trOLI,10L2TOL3,NCIpI|TYP) 
0002 COMMON P(1000 AUX(1000INO(10)NCNTI300).JOVFJUNF. 
*8ASEIZI),GI10)IBLUC I2.10),1LMXL90,XL 0 
0003 COMQN/AAA/IPRINT 
0004 LI[OMNRLCI8rN 
0005 COMMOLW/PR/EIO7,300) 
0006 COMMUN/CDA/I8CNTI2,ISCT 
0007 IREC-IREC4I 
0008 156-151 - A 
0009 INP-0 
0011 GO TO 1150,11.12.150,776),IRT 
Butz 150 IRUN-1 
0013 IRP-O 
UUL4|Sa 
0015 L-I 
0016 R=zU 
0017 IF(IRTN.EQ.4) GO TO 209 
OUU 00 1050 fl9 300 
0019 1050 NCNT(I)0 
UU JuV0.U 
0021 JUNF-O 
Buzz NUAA-O 
0023 209 CALL LINITITOLtITOL2,NK) 
S SEARCH FOR FIHST BASE POINT- IULU VALUE OF INUX 
0024 776 00 I I-L.. 
0UZ> IFII.b,.NKi CU TO 2000 
0026 IFIPII)-XL90)1,3,3 
ou2' 3 IN X1I 
0098 GO TO 4 
0029 1 CONTINUE 
0030 
OUJL 
IEfIIREC)-EIIIREC)+1
IRTN"4 
C RETURN TO DRIVER FOR NEXT RECJRD 
UUz RETURN 
0033 2000 La 
0034 fl*-NK 
0035 IRTNaS 
0036 RETURN 
0037 4 F4INDX+15 
u03 L-INUX 
0039 CALL LINITITULI.TOLZ.NK) 
0040 IBCfl 
0041 IBCNT(I)-O 
U04z IBLNI1ZI1 
0043 ISCT-O 
U044 10 LCLO 
0045 NP-O 
L BASE POINT SEARCH a, 
0046 11 iFIPIIN0X)-XL90) 12,13,13 
O04f 1 IBLNIIBCI-ICNTIUC) * 
0048 l-IBCNT(IRCI 
C STORE BASE POINT 
0049 BASEtIBC.I)-P|INDX) 
0050 
0051 
I[LOCIIBCI)INDX
IF(IBCNT(IBC)-k0) 14,401,401 
FORTRAN IV s LEVEL 12 MOD 4 AVG GATE 69290 13/1151 PAGE 0002 
) 
005z 
6013 
401 IRTN-4 
IE 2 IRELI-IEZ.IRECI I) 
0054 RETURN 
0055 14 INDXINDX 4 1 
o) 0056 O0158 
C 
IF(INDX-NK) Il.15a 
IRTN-2 
NORMAL RETURN TO DRIVER FOR NEXT RECORD 
005-
C 
RETURN 
SIGNAL POINT SEARCH 
0059 it IFIP(INDXI-XL1O) 20.20,15 
o 0060"061 Lb 1IFILC)16k6,2116 NP-NP+k 
L CHECK NUMBER OF WISUCESSFUL P SJES 
0062 IF(NP-L1) 1944, 1944, z08 
0063 
0064 
1944 IF(ISCTEQO.0) GO TO 14 
C0 ro 70 
o, 
0065 
0066 
21 
30 
C 
IF(P41N0*)-XL90) 22.30,30 
IFIRUN)kOI0.31 
SET BASE COUNT INDX CONDITION 
0067 31 [F IBC-1134.33,34 
Ct 0068 
0069 
33 18C.2 
GO TU 10 
o011 0070 34 20 IBCL1 IFIIRUNI 23.23.21 
C CHECK LOOP CNDITION 
0072 23 IFILC) 40,40,29 
0073 
-0074 
24 
25 
IFi1C-1) 25.25.40 
LCRI 
O , 
* 0075 NP­
(1 0076 
0017 
29 
C 
ISCT.ISCT + L 
STORE SIGNAL POINTSIGISCTIS PIINDX) 
( 0078 
0019 
INOOIISCr)-I,4DX 
IFIISCF-10) 26.501,501 
0080 501 IRTN-4 
0 000182 IEI3IREC)IEISIREC)1RETURN 
00a 26 INDX.INOXtI) 
(I 0064 
0085 162 
FiINOX-NKI 
IRTN3 
12,12.162 
C NORMAL RETURN TO DRIVER FOR NEXT RECO(D 
Q 0086 
0087 22 
RETURN 
NP.NP*1 
0 
0088 
0089 
C 
40 
IF(NP-L1) 26,26,208 
CHECK NUMBER OF BASE AND SIGNkL 
IFIICNTIII.LT.TUtLl GO TO 222 
POINT5 
0090 IFIICNT2l.LT.TL30 GO TO 222 c 
C, 0091 
0092 
0093 
IFIISCT.LT.TUL3) GO TO 224 
CO TO LOG 
222 iE(4,IREC)-IEI4,I R EC -
10 0094 GO TO 555 
0095 
0096 
224 IE15IREC)I11l5,REC)I 
GO TO 555 
C ENTER ERROR RECYCLE 
* 
0097 
0090 
208 
555 
E16,lIRECI-II 
L-INOX 
tlIREC)I1 
'3 
zUKIKAN i, MUD 4 AVG
IV G LEVEL 
 DATE a 69290 
0099 

0100 

UULO 

0102 

010i3 666 

0104 

01U 

0106 333 

0108 742 

U109 

0110 

DILL 921 

0112 

U113 

C 

0114 IOU 

0115 

U0*6 

C 
oilL 
0118 101 
oily 

0120 

0LZI 1U4 

0122 

U013 

C 

ULZ0 43 

0125 45 

0IZ6 

0127 44 

lz8 46 

0129 

0130 

0131 

0132 
0133 

0134 
0135 
0136 

0137 

C 

0138 70 

O139 TZ 

0140 
0141 
0142 
0143 

13/117151 PAGE 0003
 
KMINDX+20
 
IRUN-1
 
IPILPRINT.tu.pJ 5U FU [42
 
PRINT 666,IRECINDX
 
ORNATIFIIIRtCL 1IIO,1LX,SINJX-,III0l
 
IFIIREC.EQoIRP) GO TO 742
 
PRIN .333,PI I(INKJ

FORNATIIX,/,(IX.IOFIO.3))
 
CONTINUE
 
INVIANP*1
 
IFIINP-5)2O9,921,921
 
*tlI.I~ttGIitIItLIL
 
IRTN - 4
 
Kt.UKN
 
POINT SEARCH CYCLE COMPLETE
 
SUIflIUO.
 
SU2s0.0 
ILBCNIII
 
PREPROSSING FOR HISTOGRAM FOLLOWS 
VU LUL J-1.1
 
SUMI-SUMIt BAS&I1,J) 
I&IULNI47
 
00 102 J-1.1
 
3Ut-SO +B AbtIZJl
 
BA"(SUMI SUM2I/IlBCNT(I) +1*CIT(231
 
LALL HtISlTANKgNCLIpsIBYP,1AmW
 
SET BASE COUNT INOX CONDITION
 
1t-Iio-1I *44.454
 
IBC-2
 
G 1U 46
 
IBC-l
 
ISLTiO
 
IBCNT(IBC).O
 
LC-|
 
NP-O
 
IRUN-O
 
INOX2.INOX.9
 
L-LNO
 
MINROX2 
GALL LIMIgOLITULZ.NXJ
 
GO TO 12
 
LUUK INTO NEXT RECORD FUR SIGIAL POINT
 
IF(IBCNT(IBC)-L2) 14,72.72
 
LINDX
 
M"INOX + 9
 
CALL LIMITIIULI#IULZNKI 
IF(PINOX)-XLLO) 20,20,14 
END
 
FORTRAN IV G LEVEL 1. MOO 4 MAIN DATE * 69290 13/17151 PAGE O00 
C HI TROGRAM 
0001 
0002 
SUB"U rINE NIST18AIDUMNCI.IErYP,1RU) 
COMMON P0IU).AUX(1000)1NO(O10jNCNTIBOO3hJOVFJUNF,
*BASE (21U)bSIGU 1 IBLOCI . -0IK, NMXL9OXLIO 
0003 DIMENSION Y140), X1A0), LOCIAD). Ai151, VIISI, B(2001 
0 
C 
COCMMNICB~fIscNr(2IN 
COMBINE BASE I AND BASE 2 
0005 IF4iBTYP)IOOEUO,200 
0006 400 IFIIRUN.EQ.I) MMIM 
0 0 0 1 K I.K 
000b LLL-1 
0009 
0010 
IFIMMM.EU.L) LLLZ2 
IFIfl4NEO) KKKZ2 
0011 IOU IJN 
0012 00 1 I1N 
0013 IFI|ITYP.E0t.0) GO TO 202 
0014 
0015 
400 IFI-I) 402.40L.402 
401 NIEMP.IBCNiIKKK) 
0016 BA.BASE(K KTEMP) 
0017 00 T0 202 
0018 402 IFII-IJI 1,403.1 
00'9 403 BA-BASEILLL.1) 
0020 
002L 
202 J-BA-SIG(Il 
JI-NCtJ/1LO00 +1 
0021 IFIJ-1IZ,3,3 
0023 2 JUNFJUNfOl 
0024 GO TO 1 
002 - 3 IFLJ-3OO5, 5,4 
0026 4 JOVF-JUVF+I 
002 GO TO I 
0028 5 NOATAWNDATA.1 
0029 NCNI(J).NCNrtJ).I 
0030 IFIIbTYP.EO.3I GO ro 50 
0031 1 LONTINUE 
0032 IFNMM.EQ.0) "Mhal 
0033 
0034 
IFIMM.EQ.1) M"M0 
50 RETURN 
0035 END 
01'-0 
0005 
0010 
0015 
0020 
0025 
0030 
0035 
0040 
FORrRAN IV 6 LEVEL 1, MOO 4 LINIT DATE - 69290 
0001 SUBROUTINE LIMIT( TOTt.NK)
 
0002 COMMON PflOOO).AUXIIOOO),IN0(O'101NCNr(3001,JOVF.JUNF, 
*BASE (2,1O),SIG(IO),IBLOCI2,10),KKtMNXL90 XLO 
0003 IK.KK 
0004 IM-MN 
0006 
0007 
0008 
t0-0 
1FIIK-NK) 502,SOL,666 
666 PRINT 3000 
3000 FORMATI' IK GREATER THAN NK '1 
0009 501 
O0t 
0012 
0013 502 
0014 361 
0016 360 
0017 
0018 
0019 
301 
0021 302 
0042 303 
0023 350 
0024 
381 
0026 
0027 
0028 
0029 601 
60Z 
0031 6U3 
0032 650 
0033 
0034 700 
701 
0036 703 
003 380 
0038 
O039 
0041 
AMAK:P(IKI
 
AMIN AMAX
 
10-IM-NK
 
GO TO 381
 
IF(IM-NK) 360.360,361
 
IDaIM-NK
 
IM-NK
 
ANAX-P(IK)
 
AMIN-ANAX
 
OU 350 J1IKIN
 
IFIAMAX-PIJI) 301,302,302
 
AMAX-PIJI
 
IFIANIN-PIJ|) 350,303,303
 
AMINuPIJ)
 
CONTINUE
 
IFIJO) 380,380,381
 
AMAXPGAUX1I)
 
AMINP=AMAXP
 
DO 650 J|,I0
 
IF(AMAXP-AUX(JI) 601t6021602
 
AMAXP-AUX(J
 
IF(AMINP-AUX(JI) 650,603.603
 
AMINP-AUXIJI
 
CONTINUE
 
IF(AMAX-AMAXP)70070?,?O
 
AMAXEAMAXP
 
IFIAMIN-AMINP)380.3S0703
 
AMIN A NP
 
AAMAX-AMIH
 
XL9O-AMAX-TOLI*A
 
XL10-ANIN. rOL2*A 
RETURN
 
LNO 
23/17/51 PACE 0001
 
CD 
FORTRAN IV I. LEVU. I. 140D4 iAfIN DATE - 69290 13/17/51 pAGE pool 
C STATISTICS 
0005 SUBROUTINE STAT(NTAPE,NCI.NFILENCIIFLAG) 
C IFLAG - I NO CHI SQUARE TEST 
C 2 CHI SQUARE TEST U' NORMAL DISTRIBUTION 
C S CHI SQUARE TEST ON LOG NORMLL DISTRIBUTION 
C 4 CHI SQUARE TEST ON BOTH 
0002 COMMON PlI000?.AUXflOOOI.DDIIO)yfCNT11300).JQF.JFF.ASEI.1). 
*PIGIIOIIBLOCIZ.IO).KK.M4.XL93,XLk0 
0003 
0004 
LUM$ON/UUUJNPNCH 
DIMENSION Y13OO0.XLNI300h)QI4I.RI4I 
0U05 DIMNSION NCNT(300I 
0006 00 60 1t,300 
0001 60 NCNT(II-NCNTIkI) 
000$ C-fOOO/NCI
C FINU TitE HIGHEST AND LOWEST CLASS INTERV__L 
0009 00 1 I-I.NCI 
0010 IFIN.NTIII 1,1,2 
0011 ILOWI 
0012 GO TO 3 
0013 t CONTINUE 
0014 3 UU 4 1- ILCNCI 
0015 IFINCNIIJ))4,4,5 
0016 5 IHI1I 
0001 4 CWdTINUE 
C FIND NUMBER OF POINTS AND FLOAT NCN 
0019 00 6 I.ILO.IHI 
0020 YII)NCNII3) 
0021 b N4N+NC4TII) 
C PRINT HtAOINGS 
0022 
0023 
MRITEII0I] NTAPE.NCH.MFILE 
aRiTLI6, 102) 
C DhFALT DUE TO TOO FEW CLASS INTERVALS 
0024 - NN' HI-ILO 
0025 
0026 
IFINN-1O) SO.SU,51 
50 WRITE4,1k10) 
0027 RETUR4 
0024 
C FIND AVERAGE AMPLITUDE 
K: 4-A 
0049 AVE-cr 00 
0030 DO 8|IILJ |HI 
0031 At.­
0032 
0033 
1 AV .AV64YII|I(XI-0.5)C
AVE AVE/XN 
C COMPUTE CUMULATIVE PRDBASILITIEC AND 10 AMPLITUDES 
0034 SUM-OO0 
0035 010 1i-ILO.IHI 
0036 XIM­
0031003$ XlfX1-05I4tfLltII O.5'ALOGIXI/AVCI H 
0039 
0040 
0041 
SUMSUM4YI|) 
cPSUM/XN 
12 WRII~d6,03) XISXLNII)YIII jP 
C COMPUlt MOMLNTS ABOUT THE MEAN 
0043 XLAO.O 
n JIIKAN LW 0 ItVLL -It00 4A~ MAO aTA6901/i PACE 0002 
0044 DO 20 buGL. IHI 
0045 20 XLAaXLA+YII)*XLNII) 
0046 ALASXAAAN 
0047 DO 21 I-I.4 
0046 QiIIOu.0O 
0049 2t R(11.0.00 
OV50 00 2Z IsILO.INI 
0051 KIll 
00"z 00 22 J-2.4 
0053 014 0Q(JI+Y(II*IIXI-0.534C-AVE3*OJ 
00)4 
0055 
12 RIJIaRIJj*V(IlI*IXLfII)-XLA)**J 
tIC 23 J.2.4 
00)6 LJJI-uUIJ)IXN 
0051 23 RIJIsAIJI/XN 
BUD. Nl-lIILU*L 
0059 WRITE(6,104) NT 
0061 SIOL-SUR)IR(43) 
00b1 SKbWS0.509131/4SIG*031 
0063 SKI - 0.SSR(3)/IbIGt**33 
________________________________________ 
UUO4 A RUIJ*jiJenJ307.q 
0065, *KURL A (1Rf43/(RtiI4*2))-3.03/2.0 
0066 Wi~t .1053 AVE,SlG.SKEW.XKO%,XtA,SIGLSKL.KOR.N 
BUD, ItINNCM .LQ. 01 GU *0 BIG 
0068 PUNCH I00,NTAPi.NCF.NFILEAVE.SIG.SIGL.,XLA 
0069 
0070 
b00 
810 
F~URMAI,A4.12[.I4EI4.4I 
CONTINUE 
o0rI GO TO 131,32Th7f) 1,Fflo 
_________________________________ 
0072 31 RETURN 
C NO CHIISQUARt ItLST REQUESTED 
C 
0073 32 CALL CtIIiCS0,Y.ILO.IHI,C.NUSE.AVE.XLASI. ,XN.O.SIGI 
004 WRI~tE161061 CSONUstb_____________________________________ 
C PRINT CHII SUUARt NORMAL 
0075 
0076 
Dail 
42 
;u To t31.3,42,423 ,-iFAp&
CALL CIIIICSQ.Y.ILO.IHI,C,NUSE.AVE,XLASIG *XH.I.SIQL$ 
W1f~lt6.ib) CSUN9USE - -'-­
c PRINT CHII StQOARI LOG NORAL __________________________________ 
00,0 RETURN 
0019 L01 FUlMAI.',!5K,'rAPE NUMBER %,AA,5*'AtIX,*TtL-1351:FLE',13)! 
I dX,'CUIAULAfVt PAOBABILITY/fI _____________________________________ 
UO8L LOSFUMi,.t.6 
0082 
0083 
104 FORMAT(0'1.LOKNUMBER OF CLASS INTERVALS *.,161 
105, ,.pAI0.Jln~ f.SANDARD UEVIATIIWI'.X,0SKEWNESS'. 
*13A,*XURTOSIS'17X,4E21.6/7A,.E21.6/*o.,0IMMSIER OfDAAPNT 
O0014 106*FORMATI /O** OX. 'CII 
,U~kO "151 
SOUAREE414.6/h1E'NUMBER OF CLASS INTERVALS 
0085 110 IORMATI'O'.,IO0TU FEW CLASS INTERVALS G ___________________________ 
D0UG\ III 
z *U*r,5A.' Tg)E rrfiprOrFSrrrrln--L~CUTha
D,0MATl;0,,5,'NUMbfR OF OVERlFLOGdS'.16/ 
SUSPEflbW'? 
*6X,IE OF UNDEAFLOW'59I 
G0bi I-NO 
FURkAN IV . LEVLL 1, MOU 4 MAIN DATE - 69290 13/17/51 PAGE 0001 
C CII S(1UARE TEST 
0001 
0002 
SUBROUINE CHIIICSQYILO,LiHICNUSEAVEXLA.SD.XNNTYP.SX) 
DIMENSION Y8JOO.3) , Y11300) 
0003 UU , 1*1,30O 
0004 I Y(1 'O.l0.O 
0005 *USEO 
GCOO K$.I4LU*1HI)/2 
0007 Y x -I 
00R0OP CLASS INTERVALS ON LOW END 
0009 00 2 I ILOtKM 
0010 YIJI).Y1(III YIJ,1) 
0011 IFIYIJ,2)-5.03 2.2,3 
001 
0013 
3 YIJS)aC|* 
NUSE - NUSE + I 
OOL4 J * J * I­
0015 
0016 1 
YlJ,2|)kC$1 
CONIINUE. 
C GLUOP CLASS INTERVALS ON HIG4 SIDE 
0011 1 - IH| 
0018 Y(J,3) - AVE 10.0*_SU 
OOL 6 11(I-KfI 10,10.4 
0010 
0021 
4 YlJ.1I 
IFCyIJt)5.0) 
YIJ.1) * TIM|_ 
11,11.5 
002 5 YJ,2) * CSII-Il 
O023 AUSE * NUSE + 1 
0024 J - I 
0025 
0026 11 
Y4J,3Fr(Ii
I - 1-1 
O0z! 60 fU 6 
L- CUMPUTE THEURITICAL PROBABILITY 
0028 
0029 
10 C" 0.00 
UU 30 I-I.NUSE 
0036 XLL . YjI2) 
0031 XUL "YII,3" 
001 14 CALL sinet FrH.XLtXUL.2NTYPAVE,SX.LA 
L CUMPUTE CHI SQUARE 
0033 
0034 
0035 
IFIFIH) 31,31,30 
31 WRItLOOG100) I 
100 FURAT4O0 ZERO VALUE OF THEORIICAL PROBABILITY INlIS.- TH 
0 INrERVAL'/ 6 EXECUO. OF :HI SQUARE TEST DISCONTINUED-) 
0036 nErURN 
0037 io CSt-CS1+IIYy1|L.-XNn TH)*02fIIXNFTH 
003d R IURN 
0039 END 
FORTRAN IV 6 LEVEL 1, MUD 4 MAIN DATE - 69290 13/17151 pAGE 000 
C SPWSUNS RULE 
C SUBPRO(RAM FOR SIMPSONS RULE INTEGRATION 
L 
0001 SUBROUTINE SIMP(SUMFLL.FULN.NTYP.ABC 
C - NTEGRAND FUNCTION REMOVE dHENCHANGING FUNCTION 
0002 P2FtX.AS . 1i.0/iS*SORTI6.28318)))*EXPI-O.5*IiX-A)/St*2) 
0003 FP;N-I 
0004 OELX-IFUL-FLL)/FNP 
O00 SUM-O.O 
0006 
0007 
SUM.0.0 
UM2-0.O 
0008 DO 1 I-1,N 
0009 FK-I-I 
0010 X-FKtDELAFLL 
C CALL FUR INTtRGRAND SUBROUTINE HLKE 
0011 IFINTYPI 101,101,1lO 
0011 101 VAL.PbFIXAB| 
0013 GU TO 101 
0014 [AU Iltx) 20.20.100 
0015 20 VAL0.00 
0016 GO TO 102 
0011 100 XXs0.5*ALUGIs/A) 
0O18 VAL.PbFIXXgCB) 
0019 VAL0.S*VAL/X 
0020 LU CONFINUE 
002 IFCIIJ.k.UR*l.EU.N) GO TO 2 
0022 J=HOOII,2) 
0023 IF(J13.43 
0U24 3 SUMI-SUMI+VAL 
0015 bU TO 1 
0026 4 %UM2SUM2*VAL 
001 GO TO 1 
0020 2 SUM.SUM*VAL 
0029 I COUNTINUE 
0030 SUM.SUM2.0*SUMI * 4.0*SU$2 
0031 SUM-SUM*OLLX/3.0 
0032 RETURN 
0033 kNU 
-4 
0002 
tUKIKAN IV I LLVUL 
0O0l 

0003 
U004 
0005 
0ou0 5 
0001 2 
UUOU 3 
0009 
0010 
0011 
UUIz 
0013 
UU4 
0015 
UU6 
0017 
00518 
0019 
Uu0u 
001 
v044 
0023 
0044 0 
0025 14 
046 
0021 
o08 
00,9 1 
0030 
0031 
UU 
0033 4 
0034 
(103
0036 
0037 
UU31 13 
0039 
0040 9 
0041 10 
004Z 
0043 
0044 
0045 
0041 
0U4" 
0049 
0040 
0050005 1 11 
00 
0053 
0054 a 
0055 
1. UU 4 KID DAIt = 69290 
 13/17151 PAGE 0001
 
SUSROUTINE 8I0113,14.ICI
 
INTEGER 16(S),IA(3), BUFIS0I).FLCNT.TTB43).OLKFILESFILCK.
 
.LBUtlIICIii
 
M-1
 
11-0 
12-0
 
CALL NRANL,2,3,IAK(,2-204,BFL,22)
 
1ltK41I1,2.3
 
CALL MIVtiXBl IA,1.4)
 
CALL TRNA(1,4,TT8)
 
DATA ,1I80123456789Vf
 
DATA BLK /- -1
 
II2IULK
 
CALL )4UV(82)hLIA5,L)
 
CALL ,KNLtIp4I.,I.1i5
 
18(3)-BLK
 
CALL flUVIIBI3I.IIA,6,lj
 
CALL TRNSLIIB(3)h.TTSB
 
LI BLK
 
CALL OVEIII44),1.IA.1,21
 
CALL INbLIIblI Io.iI8I
 
CALL )OVt(1815h1,IA.9,41
 
CALL IXflLIjbI)i#tlbI)
 
6O TO 46,7). H
 
DOIii1 1.5
 
IC(ik111)
 
13-11
 
14-lz
 
ReTURN
 
IF(K.EQ.-4l GO TU 4
 
1IM
 
CALL NTRANII.22) 
00 (0 Ibt|p 
I 
CALL NIRANI1.22I 
61Df
"E"0
tN1RY RtL UIFILLSIREC.tIL&K.IUF.TIHlt.NRODSCAX.WN&HAN.ICWtOI 
M-2
 
IRtliI(tc+
 
CALL NTAAN I,221

IFIL*1IS 9.IO
 
TIME.BUFII)
 
N-CL-41112*N2GHAN)
 
Kb3*21tCHNO
 
00 11 1fLtN
 
IbUFII)-O
 
CALL MOVtIJ.4-.UF(1.KII

CALL MUflhIUMI,4,8OUI |iIKI)I 
1#0Ff I)'IUFIj * 64tJI~lBUFI)lb)UFO41 IUIIO IUF
 
I 111-f024p8aU*1I I
SF Ib ).G.1041
KsKtZtNOLHAN 
CALL NTRANIIp-2004,5Ig,4p 
RETURN 
JFIL.tQ*.-Z) 0 TO 12 
PRINT 100 
FORTRAN IV G LEVEL 1, MOD 4 RIo DATE - 69290 131171Sl PAGE 0002 
0056 100 FORMAT 'aO** READ ERROR 4*4 e|0051 CALL NTRANII.22)
 
0058 CALL NTRANII,2,-2004.BUF.Ll 
D05' GO M0 11 
0040 12 RIIMUE
 
0041 KfIICAl
 
0042 CALL NTRANII,22b
 
0063 G To 

0044 7 CONTINUE
 CC4 lRECsO 
0066 GO TO 13
 
0067 END
 
a',
 
FORTRAN IV L LEVFL 1, MOD 4 PRI4T DATe - 69290 13/17/51 PAGE 0001 
0001 SUBROUTINE PRINT(NNN) 
0002 CUHUN/PR/IE(1,30O) 
00030004 
LOMMONIRAT/IRCEND
DIMENSION IE UM(TI 
0005 PRINT 3 
006 3 FORMAT(IHI.5OX.,DATA PROCESSING IRREGULARTIES%/,IOX.ERROR CODES 
*FOLLOW#.////. 
*IOX,'NO BASE POINTS FOUND IN BASE SEARCH ********* I,. 
*IOX.'NUMOER Uf BASE POINTS EXZEEDS 10 * * * 29/ 
*IOX.'NUMbER UF SIGNAL POINTS EXCEEDS 10 ********** 31/, 
*IUXINUMIEK UF BASE POINTS INSUFFICIEIT *******4*** 4/t 
*IOX'NUNMSIR OF SIGNAL POINTS INSUFFICIENT********* 5-/, 
*IOXNUMBER OF PASSES EXCEEDS LIMIT LI ******** 
*kOX.NUMBER UF ERRORS IN RECOtD EXCEEDS 5 ******t 
60/, 
7t) 
000? UJ 555 1=1.1 
000B 555 IESUMIIJ-O 
0009 PRINT I 
0010 1 FORMATI(OXtERROR% LIX,'I-tI3K,2'13X,3'3XXt4,13X,'5'.l3X. 
*'6'sI3X, ') 
OO1 PRINT 100 
0012 100 FURMAT(1OXIRECURD%,///) 
0013 00 55 I=IIRCEND 
0014 OU 55 K-1.7 
0015 55 IESUM(K)-IESUMIK)+IETKTI) 
0016 DO Z =IflRCENU 
0O1 O 12 K=1,7 
001$ IFIIEIK.I)) 15,12,15 
0019 12 CONTINUE 
002U GO TO 2 
0021 I WRITEI6.5) IdIEIK'I._K_?) 
0022 5 FORMAT(lOXtl3,lOX,1410X,14pl3X14.IOX.14.1OX.I4.IOX,14.1OX14) 
0023 2 LONTINUE 
0024 PRINT !0 
0025 20 FORMAT(IUX,//.IOX,'ERROR CODE' .IO.'9NUM8ER OF ERRORS') 
0026 D0 50 K-1.7 
002 50 PRINTZIKIESUM(K) 
0028 21 FORMATILOX,16,14X,19) 
0029 RETURN 
0030 END 
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APPENDIX B 
This program generates a set of N random numbers having a log­
normal distribution and a pre-selected mean and standard deviation. 
The program is in the form of a FORTRAN IV subroutine. 
Theory: By definition a log-normal random deviate is one
 
whose logarithms are normal random deviates. Thus if MX) is a set
 
of log-normal random numbers then their must exist a setIof normal 
random numbers (yi) related to the Xi by 
yi = in X. BI 
Equation B1 may be generalized by the addition of appropriate scaling
 
factors. i.e. we may let
 
=yi a ln X. + b B2 
Now by choosing the mean and variance of the (y.) and the values of
 
the scale factors a and b it is possible to generate a set of (X.)
 
having any desired mean and variance from a set of normal deviates
 
(yi). Solving B2 for Xi we have
 
X. = exp ( i - b) B3 
. a 
Since we wish to specify only two parameters, viz., the mean and
 
standard deviation of the (X.) it seems reasonable to assume that
 
we will need only two parameters in equation B3. We therefore let
 
a = 1 and take the mean of the (yi) to be zero. B3 then becomes
 
X. = exp (-b) exp (yi) B4 
taking the average of both sides of equation B4 we have
 
X = exp (-b) exp(yi) B5 
79
 
and also taking the second moment of (X.) about zero
 
I 
2 
X = 	 exp (-b) exp (2yi) B6 
the averages of the exponential functions in equation B5 and B6 can
 
be evaluated easily
 
___(2_t2)-1/2 	 I
 
-xp(ny) = (2mt ) f exp(ny) • exp(y2 /2)dy B7 
-x 
Combining equation B5,B6 and B7 we obtain expressions which may be 
solved for the scale factor b and the required standard deviation
 
of the (yi) 
2 -2
2 in (w/X) B8 
and 
2
 
exp(-b) = Xexp(-a /2) 	 B9 
where V is the second moment of the (X.) about zero.
 
I 
Program: The log-normal generator makes use of the normal 
random number generator included in the IBM Scientific Subroutine
 
Package for the 360 computer. This routine (GAUSS) generates normal
 
random numbers with any required mean and standard deviation. Coding
 
for the program is shown in the accompanying listing. The argument
 
list is as follows:
 
AVE 	The required mean.
 
VAR 	The required standard deviation
 
Y 	 A vector of log-normal random numbers returned by the
 
subroutine. Y is dimensioned by the calling program
 
N 	 The number of random numbers to be generated
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IX A "seed" required by GAUSS. IX must be a 5 digit odd integer. 
Statements 003 to 006 compute the required standard deviation for
 
the Gaussian-random numbers and the proper scaling factor. Statements
 
007 to 009 call GAUSS compute a log-normal random number from equation
 
B5.
 
The log-normal random number generator has been used to test the 
statistics subroutines used in our data analysis program. A Calling 
Program which will provide the subroutine STAT and CHI with either 
normal or log-normal data is given. 
LOON DATE 69290 14/18/08 PAG 0001
FORTRAN IV G LEVEL 1, MO) 4 

0001 SUBRUUTIN LOGNI AVE.VAR,YtNIX) 
0002 DIMINSION Y(1) 
000i VAR - VAR**2 + AVE*t2 
0004 SIG - ALDG(VAR/AVE**Z 
000 ZSAR-tXPISIGd2.O 
0006 SI4 - SOREISIG) 
0001 00 1 1*14N 
0008 CALL GAUSS( lX.SIGO.OX) 
0009 1 Y(Il-(AVt/ZBAR)*EXPX) 
0010 RETURN 
O01 ENU 
00
 
H
 
FORTRAN IV . LEVEL 1. MOO 4 MAIN DATE - 69290 14116i08 PAGE 0001 
0001 COMMON NCNT13001 
0002 
0003 
DIMENSION Y(SOOG) 
20 READIt0OI AVEiVAR, N, IX , IT 
0004 IFIIT) 10.11.12 
0OU5 10 STOP 
0006 11 WRITEI6.1031 
0007 103 FORMATII LOG NORMAL DATA-) 
0008 CALL LGNIAVEVARY.NIXI 
0009 GO TO 13 
0010 
0011 
12 WRITEI6.104) 
104 FORMATIPI NORMAL DATA-) 
OO DO 14 11I,N 
0013 LALL GAUSSlIXVARt.VEZ) 
0014 14 YII)-Z 
0015 13 00 2 I.1,10 
0016 2 NCNTIII - 0 
0OL7 L-O 
0018 MaO 
0019 DO I 1.1,N 
0020 J-YII)/IO.O0 L 
0021 IFIJ.LT.1) L-L+1 
0022 IFIJ.GT.IO0) M.M*1 
0023 IFIJ.LT.1.OR.J.GT.I00I GO TO 1 
0024 NCNTIJ)-NCHTIJ)+I 
0025 1 CONTINUE 
0026 CALL STAT(O,0,0,100.4,t.M) 
0027 GO TO 20 
0028 100 FORMAT(FIO.5. 31101 
0049 kND 
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APPENDIX C
 
The following is a typical computer print out for a file of data.
 
The control parameters are listed at the first of each new tape run.
 
After a file has been processed, the irregularities found in each re­
cord are listed in tabular form. The statistical calculations made on
 
the data is then printed in a tabular form and identified as to it's
 
tape, track, and file number for later reference.
 
I APt r'u~~bl= 3)r ItnAL=4 'ASpF It NUMBER UF CHANNELSS05 NUI~ER OF SCANS0200 
TYPF MNSE CALCtJLMITrl ** T*****.**~.****l***.... 2gy, ~ 
TYPI NIA)TSI 'C LLFU Frq * ** ** **,* ***S***** *** [FLAG **4*t 4 
NtIIAF* nF CLASS INTFRkVALS *.************t**t********** 4**** NC! O12 r 200
****** ***** NUSCAN *t**
I ** *******t***tiP" 5144 'F AICIp 
C4lAN4FLq 'IN TAPE ****l*f*tf****~t ** NOCHAN ***5NI)PRFk OF TOtA **fl 0.050**** 
TIILFNANI F 49N 445 LIMI S ****.pp*#****************.******** 
TOLVrANC2 ON STJNAI LIMITS ***** T*OLt****,*$.**t*.t***** 0.100101? 
RUIMI-P lI SItNAL ANI) PlAt PINTS PEIUIRtU PER CYCLE ** T**..* oo3 1.000 
NU4ePp nr PAWSr; PLQIPIIFf TO ARORT CyrLF ***********0*t*** *** Ll 0.000 
MJ'lpt TpnTF- I'rffrr ' ~rItTT lIF SIGNAL PUINT SEARCH **.** ***** LZ 5 
00
 
1 
FQR)R COES FOLLOW 
OATA PROCESSING IRRFGULARTIES 
NO qASF POINTS FnUNO IN BASE SEARCH 
NU4%CR OF JASF POINTS bXChpDS 1o *i**t*.t. 
NUmflf OF SIGN4L POINTS FIXLEOS 10 ***e***t* 
NUMSFR OFRASE POINTS INSUFFICIFNT ******4* 
NUM6FR OF 5V'NAL POINTS INSUFFICIF4T ***** 
Nt.M4ER iF PASSFS FXCEEDS LIMIT Ll *****ee*t*e 
NIIM9R OF ERRORS IN RFCQRD IXCEEDS 5 **0S0*0** 
ERRIP 1 7 3 
RELIIRO 
IS**t**t** 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
4 5 6 
3 
6 
13 
in 
70 
3544 
45 
5 
54 
60 
75 
5 
9 
5 
79 
0 
00 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 0 
0 
0 
0 
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